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SUMMARY 
The GSFC Clean Assembly and Sterilization Laboratory (CASL) was 
designed and constructed to provide a flexible research and development 
laboratory for the development of sterilization and clean-room procedures, 
and yet also to function as a research laboratory for more basic problems 
related to planetary quarantine technology. The design also allowed for the 
use of the facility for the processing of spacecraft parts and assemblies for 
flight experiments developed by Goddard and other experimenters. The 
thirty months of laboratory operation have demonstrated that the two lines 
of work, haidware processing and planetary quarantine research, should 
not be conducted at the same time, although the laboratory design accom­
modates both. During this period of operation, the operational and research 
functions have been emphasized. Breadboard and flight experiment hardware 
were processed as test models of sterile assembly procedures. 
The facility has been brought to operational status by the installation, 
testing, use, and modification of the clean-room and sterilization equipment; 
by the development of monitoring, cleaning, decontamination, and maintenance 
procedures; and especially by the constructive interaction of the staff members. 
Their varied background in this setting has resulted in a strongly motivated, 
creative research program. 
The combination of extensive clean-room, personnel-entry regimen, 
sterilization and other microbiological facilities permitted the development 
of unique research procedures by the staff. This combination is not available 
elsewhere. It provided research opportunities for the study of microbiological 
shedding from the skin and containment, resulting in the substantial reduction 
of the biological contamination from clean-room operating personnel. 
Confronted with the recurring problem of the recovery of low numbers 
of microorganisms, several procedures were developed which improved both 
the sensitivity and the efficiency of routine techniques. These ranged from 
direct culture of polyurethane collection material to the application of newly 
developed, high-volume air samplers in biological surveillance of the clean­
room.
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With a Class 100 clean room available for subculture routines, it 
was possible to develop data defining the short-time, high temperature 
parameters for aerobic and anaerobic spores on film surfaces necessary 
for biological acceptance of sterile insertion techniques in spacecraft 
repair and assembly procedures. 
In the absence of the CASL laboratory complex, developed through 
operational experience, the shedding studies leading to environmental 
conditions in which the sterile assembly of the candidate, planetary 
biology experiment (Wolftrap) was demonstrated successfully, would 
have been most difficult, if not impossible. With the operating laboratory, 
sterile assembly of complex devices on clean benches outside the clean 
room has been accomplished repeatedly. Studies in progress at the time 
of facility shutdown pointed toward the realization of low cost, containment 
garments preventing any biological contamination from operators, yet 
requiring no life support equipment and permitting freedom of motion. 
Substantial savings in sterilization facilities, equipment and spacecraft 
processing time are possible if operating and containment techniques such 
as those developed in CASL can be used by local and other NASA planetary 
projects. 
The unique quality of the laboratory lies in the interaction of the various 
elements of equipment and physical facilities contained in it. This laboratory 
must retain its integrity in order to retain its character and usefulness. The 
value of the laboratory for planetary programs is the R & D capability in 
planetary quarantine procedures which resides in its operational status, 
adequately staffed and supplied. In parts, it represents only isolated pieces 
of equipment obtainable by any other laboratory group. Whole, it is'a sub­
stantial resource for planetary projects requiring specific techniques for 
meeting quarantine requirements. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Objectives 
To develop a flexible laboratory which can provide facilities with 
operational procedures and routines for research in planetary quarantine 
application and also function as a processing laboratory for experimenters 
with assemblies which must meet planetary quarantine strictures, the 
following objectives must be met: 
1. 	 The acquisition, installation, certification, testing, and 
maintenance procedures for the essential equipment not 
already provided in the laboratory and the appropriate 
procedural development for that already installed. 
2. 	 The adequate staffing of the laboratory and the training 
of technical personnel to an acceptable level of per­
formance. 
3. 	 The collection, by a variety of techniques, of the available 
expertise which exists in the scientific community in general 
and in the NASA community, specifically. 
4. 	 The establishment of appropriate communication channels 
with the technical monitor, other NASA scientists, of 
publication procedures, and of methods of handling data. 
5. 	 In the operation of a microbiological laboratory, the problem 
of assay techniques must be constantly dealt with. As new 
- materials are used, an assay procedure yielding reliable data 
must be developed. It is apparent, then that continuing de­
velopment of imaginative assay procedures must be an objective 
in a facility of this kind. 
As these objectives began to be fulfilled, it was possible to consider 
research objectives for the facility. As it developed, some research sub­
jetts -were an outgrowth of the attempt to attain operational status; i. e., 
the study of microbiological skin shedding. Other research projects de­
veloped as directly assigned tasks. What might be considered the ultimate 
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research objective was developed as a combination of operational status 
and developed research techniques. This involved the investigation of 
techniques for sterile assembly. The concept that this technique can be 
done is a revolutionary one. The development of techniques associated 
with approaches to sterile assembly is important to NASA, but also, the 
spin-off from these procedures would have innumerable applications for 
medicine, pharmaceutical manufacture and suerile-fill operations. 
Operational Stature 
It appeais that a period of one year would be required as a minimum .. 
to bring a facility of this type from the existing physical plant to a functional, 
operating, staffed facility. 
Since this facility is unique, so are the problems encountered in the 
-process of start-up and in the acquisition of staff qualified to handle the 
variety of equipment and procedures required by this laboratory. 
A number of requirements were met in order to attain operational 
status: 
I. 	 The clean room itself was particle and leak tested as part 
of the original construction contract. Subsequently it was 
cleaned and decontaminated on a regular basis. Some 
monitoring was carried out to determine the efficiency of 
the microbiological barrier. Maintenance of the filtering 
system was required. 
Z. 	 Techniques for operation of the associated shower and 
dressing areas were developed in coordination with the 
study and development of clothing design and procedures 
and techniques for use in the clean room. 
3. A system of maintenance of supplies, parts and opeiational 
status 	was developed for the various types of sterilizers 
adjoining the clean room. 
4. 	 Complete equipping of the microbiological laboratory to 
allow for the variety of assay techniques required was 
accomplished. The accumulation and balance of equipment 
and supplies necessary to meet requirenents is essential 
s inrrce~,~,~theusabl ,at ,n facijlty is essent'alk­acnned f rhis 
produced as microbiological data. 
5. 	 The aesthetic appearance of a clean assembly laboratory must 
be maintained for practical, functional and psychological reasons. 
The care, cleaning, design and maintenance of theLacility's 
physical surroundings is of paramount importance. For these 
r'easons time and effort were expended to attain these objectives 
to the greatest degree possible. Valuable procedures for 
maintenance of clothing, floors and supplies were developed. 
The status of the research projects can be accessed as follows: 
1. 	 Three papers were published based on work carried out 
in this facility: 
1. 	 "Dry heat resistance of spores of Bacillus subtilis 
var. nger on Kapton and Teflon film at high temp­
"
 peratures.
 
2. 	 "Reduction of microbiological shedding in clean 
rooms. " 
3. "Improved method for pouring Rodac plates." 
Three more papers are in preparation 
1. 	 "Sterile assembly and disassembly of the 'Wolftrap 
experiment. " 
2. 	 "Dry heat resistance of spores of Clostridium 
sporoge on Kapton and Teflon film at high 
temperatures. 
3. 	 "Design and testing of clean room clothing to 
-reduce microbiological shedding." 
The research supporting these publications has been performed and 
will be discussed in detail later. Some corollary research for these pro­
jects and other tasks has been carried out and -willalso be discussed. 
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FACILITY DESCRIPTION 
The CASL facility is built around a Class 100 verLical-flow clean 
room and can be functionally subdivided, if need-be, into the following 
areas: 
1. 	 B io-monitoring laboratory 
2. 	 Isolation area 
3. 	 Mechanical equipment and storage area 
4. 	 Down-flow clean room and associated shower
 
and dressing areas
 
5. 	 Preparation area for materials received into
 
the laboratory for processing and/or assembly
 
6. Equipment test area 
Opening into the clean room are three double-door sterilizers, the largest 
is a 48 x 54 x 84 vessel which can be used for dry-heat or ethylene-oxide 
sterilization. Large size, adaptable sterilizers provide the facility with 
the flexible capability to sterilize large loads, such as small space probes 
and/or related hardware. A second, smaller, dry-heat sterilizer, 
Z0 x 20 x 40 in. is used for the sterilization of small components, tools, 
and various materials used in the operation of the clean room. The third, 
a 20 x 20 x 40 in. ethylene-oxide sterilizer, is used for routine gaseous 
sterilization of laboratory equipment, clean-room clothing, and other 
items which cannot withstand the dry-heat sterilization temperatures of 
steam sterilization. 
Also attached to and opening into the clean room by way of a small, 
three-way, air lock is the Blickman apparatus. This is a stainless steel, 
glove-box isolator consisting of three separate compartments with a double­
door,' combination steam and ethylene-oxide sterilizer attached to the end 
not opdning into the clean room. The Blickman apparatus is located in the 
'Bio-monitoring 	 Laboratory which also houses a steam sterilizer, water 
still, incubatois, refrigerators, laminar flow work benches, ultrasonic 
cleaner, stove, water baths, and laboratory benches, which would con­
stitute most of the typical equipment found in a moden microbiological 
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laboratory. In the room labeled Isolation Area are office cubicles, re­
frigerators, an anaerobic incubator, an incubator-shaker, two hot air 
ovens, a stainless-steel laboratory, counter with drawers. The 
Mechanical Equipment Room contains the air-handling equipment and 
air conditioning for the clean room and adjacent dressing and lounge 
area. Aldo found in this room are an in-line vacuum cleaner, air 
compressor and shelving and cabinets for storage. Enclosed in the 
dressing area adjacent to the clean-room are a men's and women's 
lounge, each vith toilet facilities and a sink, an air shower, and three 
identical dressing-shower corridors leading to the clean-room corridor. 
The preparation area is a work area with some shop facilities containing 
a washing machine and dryer, work bench, two laminar flow clean benches 
and a large ultrasonic cleaner. The equipment test area which is elevated 
18 inches higher than the preparation area, contains the smallet dry-heat 
and ethylene-oxide sterilizers. From this elevated area, activity and 
personnel in the clean room can be observed through a large window. A 
television system is installed throughout the facility allowing the camera 
or monitor to be placed in any work area including the clean room. 
Much of the equipment is movable and the use or function of a 
given area need not be rigidly enforced. If need-be, the design of the 
facilities allows the institution of a rigorous routing for flow of materials. 
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OPERATION OF 
CLEAN ASSEMBLY AND STERILIZATION LABORATORY 
-The following sections describe tasks and procedures performed 
to make the facility operable and enable subsequent maintenance of 
suitable operating conditions required for the clean room. 
Entrance Procedure 
All persons entering the clean room leave all of theiz street clothes 
in a locker room and put on a sterile hospital gown before entering the air 
shower. The entering person passes into one of three, identical, shower­
dressing corridors. He showers and scrubs with germicidal soap (Dial 
or Safeguard), and finally dresses in sterile underwear and clean-room 
clothing. 
Glean Room Clothing 
The clean-room, outer garments were fabricated from either 
herringbone-weave dacron or cotton "Barbac. " "Barbac" is a tightly­
woven, cotton fabric which retains bacteria. The suits were fabricated 
for GASL by the Angelica Uniform Company, St. Louis, Missouri. 
Further description of the suits can be found in the attached publication, 
"Reduction of Microbiological Shedding in Clean Rooms. 
--The suits being used were designed as one-piece garments with the 
feet covered and secure fasteners at the ankles, -wrists and neckline. The 
suit is fastened in the front by a zipper from the neck to the abdomen. A 
one-piece hood extends over the shoulders and down inside the clean-room 
suit and leaves only the eyes, nose and mouth exposed. For routine, clean­
roon use, the Dacron and Barbac suits as well as all clothing worn in the 
.clean room are sterilized prior.to use with ethylene-oxide. A technician 
clothed to enter the clean room would don gariments as follows: rayon knit 
shorts and cotton tee-shirt, socks and tennis shoes, suit wvith hood, dacron 
shoe covers over the feet of the suit, surgical gloves, and a face mask. 
-9-
The practical results from the use of this method of suiting have 
been excellent. There has been essentially no contamination in the large 
number of samples cultured in the clean room with personnel gowned as 
described. To fuither test the efficacy of the suiting procedures then in 
use in the clean room and to examine others, possible methods of suiting 
to insure the control both particulate and bacterial contamination were 
examined. 
Dressing-Shower Area and Clean Room Main Entrance 
The dressing and shower areas and corridors leading to the clean 
room have no floor finish. They are maintained regularly by wet-mopping 
followed by wet-vacuuning. The clear-room %wallsand floors were surface 
sampled for the presence of microorganisns with Rodac plates before the 
roor was disassembled for cleaning and sanitization. The entire floor, 
consisting of aluminum grills held on a raised frame, was taken up and 
washed in nonionic detergent before sterilization in ethylene oxide. In 
addition, all clean roon tables and chairs were sterilized at the same 
time as the floor. The walls, floors and floor frame were washed with 
0.5 (Chlorox ]:10) sodium hypochloritc solution and thoroughly rinsed 
twice with clear water to reduce the microbiological population. The 
room was then re-assenbled using aseptic technique (sterile clothing, 
gloves, and shoes). Rodac plates taken after or during reassembly con­
firmed the effectiveness of the clean-up procedure. alls and floors 
which were previously highly contaminated with Bacillus subtilis spores 
showed few or no viable microorganisms. After the decontamination 
the clean room air was sampled with a Litton High Volume Sampler 
operating at 40 foot 3 for 18 hrs. Only one viable microorganism 
was recovered during this sampling interval. No personnel were present 
in the room during the samrpling period. 
All articles passed into the clean room have been previously sterilized 
or wiped down with 2. 5% sodium hypochloriie (50% Chlorox solution) 
The clean room tables (wide mesh aluminum top) are covered with a sterile 
plastYomesh material prior to each work session to assure a sterile xvork 
surface. All trash is accumulated in sterile polyethylene bags and removed 
daily. These procedures reduce the possibility of adding any unnecessary 
microbiological burden to the room. 
STERILIZERS
 
Sterilizer Modification and Operation 
The large 48 x 54 x 84 in. double-door, dry-heat or ethylene-oxide 
sterilizer was modified by the addition of internal-external thermocouple 
jacks which allowed sixteen points inside to be monitored simultaneously. 
A temperature monitoring experiment was performed in the large 
dry-heaL sterilizer to deteimine the temperature gradients within the 
chamber during a 24 hr. -135 C cycle. The large steel doors lagged 
significantly in heating up and never exceeded 125 C. Very few portions 
of the chamber actually reached 135C. Only thermocouples attached to 
the center portions of the plenum reached 135C. 
The large dry-heat-ethylene-oxide (ETO) unit has been used suc­
cessfully for ETO sterilization. There has been some problem in 
controlling the amount of moisture added during the vacuum portion of 
conditioning phase of the cycle. Excessive moisture has caused a con­
siderable condensation on the walls and doors of the unit. The cause of 
condensation is in the adjustment of the cycle which is the same cycle as 
routinely supplied on sterilizers in use for hospital supplies or industrial 
disposable items. 
The loads which have been subjected to ETO have been relatively 
nonabsorbent and this has contributed to the condensation problem. The 
circulation fan within the unit will not funtion efficiently due to the heavy 
load exerted by gas when unit is charged with 800-1000 mg/liter ETO. 
This may be due to density of gas; however, increased circulation of the 
ETO did not seem to be critical to the steriljzation process. 
Difficulties have been encountered with the controls as a result of 
a variety of mechanical failures. One persistent difficulty was from dirty 
tanks of ETO supplied by the contractor. It was necessary to change to a 
different gas supplier, Pennsylvania Engineering in Philadelphia, Pa. 
Clogging and control problens resulting from dirty gas and polymer were 
greatly reduced as a result. 'Penn Gas is sold only for sterilization use and 
is guaranteed to be trouble free). 
The smaller, dry-heat sterilizer _Was also modified by the addition 
of 8 internal thermocouple leads. No great variations in temperature were 
noted when eight different points were monitored simultaneously. -As is 
usual, the doors lagged in reaching temperature, but the process temperature 
was reached after several hours. The small, ethylene-'xide sterilizer 
-was also similarly modified by the addition of 4 internal thermocouple jacks. 
All sterilizers are functional, but many repairs and adjustments w ere 
necessary during stait-up and operation. .Constant attention to maintenance 
and operating condition is required if all sterilizers are to remain operable 
on a day-to-day basis. 
LABORATORY FLOORS
 
Maintenance 
Floor maintenance in clean-room areas is an essential requirement 
to reduce particle and microbial contamination. Paste wax routinely ap­
plied to vinyl asbestos tile by steel wool buffing as regular facility 
maintenance was found to be unsatisfactory in working areas adjacent to 
the Class 100 clean room. The paste wax had no longevity as a finish, 
wore off readily in the form of a fine dust which easily adhered to shoes 
and was tracked about by personnel. This dust created housekeeping and 
contamination problems in the lounge and dressing areas supporting the 
clean room. Buffing with steel wool served only to again distribute fine 
particles of the-steel wool into the work areas. Floor maintenance person­
nel seldom completely strip old, dirty wax from the floor before applying 
more wax, thus, any dirt mixed with the wax was only redistributed. 
To alleviate this problem, the paste-waxed floors were completely 
stripped with a nonionic, liquid detergent solution- applied to the floor 
before scrubbing with an abrasive pad mounted on a heavy floor machine. 
Scrubbing was followed by a wet-vacuuming to lift and remove the soil. 
The floor was then mopped with a clear rinse and vacuumed again. When 
dry, two Coats of an acrylic floor-sealing material','* were applied with a 
rayon mop. After the sealer was allowed to dry thoroughly, two coats of 
an acrylic floor finish'-* were applied. Upon drying, the acrylic finish 
was lightly buffed to improve the gloss. 
This acrylic finish has been quite easy to maintain. It wears very 
well in the high traffic areas and is not affected by spilled water or other 
materials common in microbiological preparation areas. 
The floors were maintained daily by one pass of a chemically treated, 
dust mop* (Di-isobutylphenoxy ethoxyethyl dimethyl benzyl ammonium chloride) 
over all opn floor areas. This mopping removed most of the dust and fines :. ,I r 
grit contributcd by traffic. Depending on use, the floors were wet-mopped with 
a weak nonionic detergent solution and wet-vacuumed every two to three weeks 
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to remove ground-in soil. A light mopping with acrylic floor finish in 
the high traffic areas restored the original gloss. In addition to the 
daily maintenance, a shoe cleaning apparatus and treated rugs were 
used at the entrance. Treated rugs were also used in the lounge areas 
to prevent floor dust from being carried into the air shower and-dressing 
areas. 
* Blue Pearl synthetic detergent )Barrier Chemical Co. 
* Tile-tite floor seal )Vernon, New Jersey 
'* ' Showdown floor finish )Vernon, New Jersey 
* "KEX" Eastern Overall Cleaning Co. of Md. , Inc. , Baltimore, Mid: 
BLUCKMAN ISOLATOR
 
Modification and Operation 
To be useful for absolute maintenance of sterility, the Blickman 
isolator was converted to work under positive pressure. This was ac­
complished by placing two filter canisters on each chamber. Each 
canister contained a neoprene-rubber sea! "butterfly" valve on each 
side of the filter caniister which allowed an. absolute seal as well as 
allowing the sterilization of the filter, the chamber, or both, with 
ethylene oxide, The canisters contained either HEPA filteis or many 
layers of glass filter media. The chambers were plumbed with stain­
less steel lines to provide flexibility so that each chamber could be 
sterilized separately, or at the same time. The AMSCO steam 
sterilizer attached to the Blickman unit was also plumbed to the gas 
system making it usable as an ETO sterilizer. A heat exchanger was 
placed between the ETO gas bottle and the chambers to condition the 
gas and prevent layering during use of the gas. 
New one-piece window gaskets cut from 3/8 silicone foam rubber 
'were installed. The chamber was leak-tested with Freon 12. Additional 
caulking with PVT silicone rubber improved the containment of the gas 
mixture sufficiently to bring about sterilization. The gas was supplied 
slowly into the chambers from the bottom, causing the air to be slowly 
displaced within the chambers. .This maximized the ETO concentration 
vwhich could be contained within the load. 
6Spore strips (50) containing 1 x 10 spores of Bacillus subtilis var. 
Qni\veie used as the index for sterilization efficiency. No positive spore 
strips were found upon culture after 48 hours of exposure to ethylene oxide 
in th'Sterilization procedure for the Blickman hood. This sterilization 
procedure has been repeated successfully three times. The observed slow 
leakage to the exterior seemes to be the result of gas diffusion through 
the gloves'and is to be expected. 
NOTICE TO USERS 
Portions of this document have been judged by the Clearinghouse
to be of poor reproduction quality and not fully legible. However, inan 
effort to make as much information as possible available to the public,
the Clearinghouse sells this document with the understanding that if the 
user isnot satisfied, the document may be returned for-refund.. 
If you return this document, please include this notice togetherwith 
the IBM order card (label) to: 
Clearinghouse 
Attn: 152.12 
Springfield, Va. 22151 
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DrLy I-ea Resistance Studies 
For "split seam" entry technique to be applied to spacecraft repair 
or assembly systems, the sterility and reliability of the original, sealed 
seam must be assured. This commonly used gnotobiological method for 
sterile entry from the outside has numerous other possibilities. A seam 
is formed on the outside of a flexible isolator system by attaching another 
sterile, flexible bag aganist the isolator and sealing a circular port. The 
seam can then be split in half and access is gained easily. pre-sterilized 
tools and materials can be included in the bag attached to the outside and 
thereby introduced into the isolator without using cumbersome, risky 
ports. A variety of materials can be selected for this technique. 
Two studies on the dry heat resistance of spores were performed in 
the laboratory to have some basis for decision concerning the sterility of 
seams formed under given time - temperature conditions. 
In order to finally calculate what can be considered a process 
time for a hypothetical load, the basic heat resistance characteristics 
must be determined. 
As in all determinations of this type, the most heat resistant spores 
are used for process determination. 
Bacillus subtilis var. niger a resistant aerobe and Clostridiun 
sporogenes strain Vera as representative anaerobe were studied. 
The essential details of the research are included in the reprint 
and-copy of the papers included in the Appendix. Since B. subtilis 
spores are more dry heat resistant than the anaerobic ones, the F 
(total process time) value is calculated on the basis of the dry heat 
resistance of B. subtilis spores. F value calculations give the following 
F o F o F o
results: 250C 7.9 sec; 260C = 7.1 sec; 270 C = 5.68 sec. The 
sealing temperature range of teflon film'is 260 to 280 C. At these times 
and temperatures a reliable, sterile seam can be formed. The results 
with C.. sporogenes spores can be found in the paper included in the 
Appendix. 
Shedding Studies 
The shedding studies were undertaken in an attelpt to evaluate 
the effectiveness of clean room garments in reducing the microbial 
load produced as a result of skin shedding. Newly designed clean­
room garments were fashioned to minimize the escape of shed skin 
particles containing viable microorganisms. Three types of garments 
have been evaluated for their effectiveness in the retention of shed 
microorganisns. These garments, fabricated from different materials, 
were: 
1. tightly woven dacron. 
2. tightly -woven cotton-"Barbac. 
3. stretch nylon. 
The cotton and dacron suits demonstrated an almost equal retention of 
microorganisms from the skin. These suits consisted of a one piece 
overall with the boots sewn on and a separate hood which tucked inside 
the coverall. The stretch suit consisted of a leotard bottom with feet, 
long sleeve top and hood of the same fabric. The tight-fitting hood was 
open ai.ound the eyes and nose. The study demonstrated that the number 
of micioorganisms shed could be greatly reduced when the black nylon 
stretch hood was worn beneath the hood of either the cottonor dacron 
suit. This combination of garments could reduce the number of micro­
organisms shed in one half hour from 5 x 106 (naked shedding) to less than 
1 x ).03. All garments were worn with a disposable surgical masks be-­
neath the hoods. 
Surveys of Goddard personnel were conducted to find individuals 
who shed extremely high numbers of microorganisms. The shedders 
who consistently shed 1 x 109 organisms per half hour when naked can 
be c.onmpared with most individuals who shed at a considerably lower rate, 
1 x 10- 1 x 105 
3 5
 
All shedding studies were conducted in'a shedding chamber operated
I 
within the Class 100 clean roor. The shed microorganisms were col­
lected from the chamber by the Litton High Volume Air Sampler which 
operated at 40 ft /min. , a volume sufficient to collect all organisms 
shed when used in conjunction with the clean room suits, hoods and 
disposable masks. The use of cosmetics on the skin, such as vaseline 
and iso-propyl-'myristate further reduced the number of recovered 
nicroorganisms. This work has been published as Reduction of 
Microbiological Shedding in Cleaii Rooms in Developments in Industrial 
Mvficrobiology, 1969, Volume 10, Chapter 32. (See Appendic) 
The shedding chamber techniques were also applied to a study 
conducted for Langley Research Center. This study was run to determine 
extent of biological shedding while wearing the BISS (BEo-Isolator Suit 
System) undergarment with associated life support system (This study is 
discussed below). 
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SHEDDING STUDIES WITH 
FOAM HOOD AND FOAM SUIT 
As a result of an attempt to design a face mask which could be 
comfortably worn by clean-roomn personnel, a hood constructed from 
an open-pore (100 pore/sq. in.) polyurethane foam. Tests were per­
formed using the head chamber (See Appendix) in the shedding tank 
arrangement developed in the CASL laboratory. The hood proved to 
be very comfortable to wear and quite effective in reducting the number 
of microorganisms shed from the head region. 
Carrying this work forward, a foam suit was fabricated and 
tested. Other designs and means of construction should be tested 
but the results indicate that this may be a very effective mean of 
reducing very greatly the material shed from personnel whether it 
be in clean room areas, hospitals or factories. 
Garments which can increase the level of organisms retained and 
still be comfortable for personnel provide an advance in clean-room 
clothing development. 
Shedding Studies With the BISS Undci suit 
The Bio-Isolator-SuiL-System (BISS) includes an undersuit beneath" 
an exterior garment. The BI3 suit is part of the MAST system (Model 
Assembly Sterilizer Technique) developed for spacecraft sterile assembly 
and repair work at Langley Research Center (LRC). 
Since CASL had developed the capability of performing shedding 
studies, a series of shedding tests were cenducted for LRC. The studies 
,were designed to determine what microbial load might be expected to be 
contributed as a challenge to the outer suit from the individual wearing 
the undersuit. A program of exercises was included to simulate reasonable 
activity. 
In the first series of one-hour runs, without a shower or scrub 
prior to entry, the support system did not have an air-line filter. The 
high level of mold recovered was probably contributed by the life sup­
port system and specifically by the air-conditioning system. These 
studies with a Langley technician wearing the suit gave levels ranging 
3from 1-20 x 10 organisms. 
For the second series of experim-ents, an absolute filter was 
placed in the air line. In order to establish a consistent base-line, a 
thorough shower with a germicidal soap was performed. With a CASL 
technician wearing the suit in the second series, counts ranges from 
I - lox 10 organisms. (A more complete description of the work can 
be found in the Appendix). 
The shedding characterisics of any given individual vary greatly 
from day-to-day, without known cause. Screening and surveillance of 
individuals wearing clothing where the organisms shed to the environment 
is of critical concern should be made. 
pr'epai ation of Acrobee 350 Air Sampler Experiment 
For an experiment to collect microorganisms from the upper 
atmosphere, an Acrobee Collector (film winding type) was modified by 
the removal of the film winder and the addition -f a polyurethane foam 
collector. All the procedures for the sterilization of the collector prior 
to flight and all methodology for sanitizing the collector's surface prior 
to aseptic recovery of microorganisms from the flown-foam collection 
material were worked out in great detail. This effort involved the use 
of most of CASL's major equipment. The Blickman isolator was con­
verted to a positive pressure containment apparatus which could be 
sterilized with ethylene oxide. All recovery work (removal, culturing 
and incubation) can be done inside the Blickman. Sanitization of samplers 
prior to opening can be done in Class 100 clean room. Dry-heat 
sterilization of the samplers in flowing nitrogen can be carried out in 
the small dry heat sterilizer. All recovery techniques have been de­
veloped and the samplers are ready for flight. 
Aerobee 350 Air Sampler Experiment 
An adequate method for the sterilization and maintenance of sterility 
for the air sampling hardware was developed. The recovery procedures 
for microorganisms collected in the flown air sampler were also developed 
and thoroughly tested. This effort utilized most previously developed 
CASL technology. The following is a description and review of all pre­
paration and research for the flight of Aerobee experiments.
 
Description of Air Sampler Hardware 
I 
The air samplers to be flown in the payload of the Aerobee 350 17. 05 
are essencially the same as those flown previously with a few rmod £ications. 
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The Kapton film and winding mechanism has been replaced with a sleeve 
olf 100 pore/in polyurethane foam supported by 5 mil Teflon FEP film 
backing. This sleeve was stretched ovei the three internal supporting 
posts. The samplers have been further modified by the replacement of 
original filter vents with Millipore stainless steel gas-line filLer holders 
and 0.2 micron silver membrane filters. The "O" ring seals have all 
been replaced with new Viton seals which can easily withstand the con­
ditions of dry-heat sterilization. Protective aluminum covers have 
been fabricated for each sampler. These covers will be sealed onto 
the sampler faces prior to sterilization. The cover maintains sterile 
conditions within the sampler during the checkout phases which require 
opening and closing of the sterile sampler. Upon completion of ex­
ercising of the samplers during the horizontal checkout, the covers are 
removed. The exposed sampler surfaces and surfaces immediate to -, 
the sampler will be sanitized with a dilute solution of sodium hypochlorite 
(chloros) and covered with polyethylene film to maintain its sanitized 
stte until flight. just prior to flight the film will be stripped away 
exposing the "exteriorsurfaces of the sampler. This sanitization and 
covering are necessary to maintain a low hio-load on the exterior sur­
faces of the samplers and rocket surface surrounding the samplers. 
Sanitization and covering lessen the chances of contaminating the sampler 
with soil-borne microorganisms. A soil sample taken from the White 
Sands launch area was assayed to determine the number and types of 
nicroorganisms (Table 1). A large number and variety of spore forming 
microorganisms were found in the sample. This further indicated the 
necessity to protect the sanitized samplers from soil contamination prior 
to launch. 
Air Sampler Sterilization 
The modified air sampler was heated at 135 C for 24 hours in flowing 
nitrogen to accomplish sterilization. As a check on the stel ilization pio­
cedure, the three foam collection-media sufaces of the air sampler were 
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iiocula'tcd with 1 x 106 of the dry heat resistant spores of Bacillus subtilis 
var.--ni&egr. In addition, 1Z spores strips were placed at random between 
the foam and its Teflon film backing before closing the samplers and sterilizing 
at 135 C for 24 hours. Upon culturing the foam and the spore strips, no 
viable microorganisms were found. This experiment was repeated four 
times with no viable organisms found after.7Z hours of incubation at 3Z 0­
in trypticase soy agar or broth. 
Recovery of Microorganisms from the Air Sampler 
Thorough decontamination of the exterior surfaces of the flown sampler 
was necessary before the sampler could be opened to remove the collection 
foam for microbial recovery and enumeration. Because the probability of 
collecting large numbers of microorganisms in the outer atmosphere is not 
great, care must be taken in the decontamination of the samplers. De­
contamination must.be extended to the point that one can be reasonably 
confident that the microorganisms recovered from the.foam are those col­
lected in flight and are not contaminants from the exterior of the sampler. 
In order to develop an efficient decontamination procedure, it was necessary 
to highly contaminate the exterior surfaces of an internally sterile sampler. 
This was accomplished by spraying all the sampler surfaces with an aerosol 
of 1 x 10 6Bacillus subtilis var. niger spores. This inoculation with spores 
simulated a severe condition of soil contamination which could result from 
a hard-landing in the desert soil. The following decontamination procedures 
gave the best results; 
1. 	 The sampler was scrubbed thoroughly with a vely strong 
nonionic detergent solution (Blud Pearl - H 0, 1/2). Scrub­2 
bing was done with toothbrushed and cotton swabs. This 
scrubbing was to loosen and remove as must of the con­
tamination as possible. 
2. 	 The scrubbed samplers were then placed in the clean room 
and thoroughly scrubbed again with 50/50 Chlorox - sterile 
water. Must attention and time was placed on scrubbing all 
the small crevices and screwholes. Scrubbing was done with 
3: 	 The sampleas were thoroughly rinsed with sterile water. 
4. 	 Steps 2 and 3 were repeated. 
5. 	 The sanitized samplers were then checked for the presence 
of surviving B. Subtilhs spores. This was accomplished by 
dividing the sampler into approximately 25 zones and swab­
bing each zone with swabs moistened with trypticase soy 
broth. The swabs were then aseptically broken off into 
tubes of trypticase soy broth and incubated to determine 
the adequacy of the decontamination procedure. 
6. 	 The sanitized sampler was then passed into the Blickman 
isolator which had been previously sterilized with ethylene 
oxide. The sampler was then manually opened and the 
foam collection material aseptically removed. Care was 
taken not to touch any of the sanitized surfaces with the 
foam. The foam was cut into three pieces and placed in 
sterile 150 x Z0 mm glass petri plates for culturing and re­
covery.
 
7. Surfaces which could not be swabbed until the sampler was 
opened were swabbed as in part 5. 
This entire procedure, as developed, was repeated ten times to insure 
the adequacy of the decontamination and sample removal. This rather 
laborious route of decontamination was preferred to total emersion in 
liquid sterilants or gaseous decontamination because of the possibility: 
of~penetration into the sanpler, thereby jeopardizing the viability of 
the collected microorganisms. It is interesting to note that in ten trials 
all of the foam cultured was sterile, however, in a few instances some 
remaining B. subtilis contamination was still present on the interior of 
samplers. This was demonstrated by positive cultures from the swabs. 
These contaminated areas, which were difficult to sanitize, were in 
noncritical regions of the sampler; the sprocket shaft and bearing and 
small sce ow holes. The simulated contamination load xtas piobably 
mole extreme than any natural load which would be experienced in a 
haid landing and/or during the subsequent removal of the sampler from 
the rocket. 
Recovery of Microorganisms 
A rhethod for the recovery of microorganisms from the polyurethane 
collection foam was developed. This method required few manipulations 
and could be totally performed within the Blickman isolator. Trypticase 
soy agar containing 0. 05% Tween 80 was poured over pieces of flown 
collection foain. A sterile fork was used to work all the air out of the 
foam leaving the foam cnt5rely embedded with agar. The embedded 
foam was then incubated. The foam embedded in agar, were quite tran­
sparent. Any microbial colony could be seen easily in the foam or in the 
agar surrounding the foam. Since the entire assay and incubation was 
carried out in the Blickman, there was little or no chance for contamination. 
The efficiency of the culture method to recover low numbers of 
microorganisms was evaluated. One mi]lileter of an assayed, aqueous 
or alcohol, spore suspension was distributed on 10-15 pieces of sterile 
foam. The microorganisms were then recovered using the ager embed­
ding technique. All the colonies from the foam were counted and the 
total compared to the assay results from an equal am6unt of the same 
spore suspension (Table Z). 
The data in Table 2 indicated that low numbers of microorganisms 
could be recovered from the polyurethane collection foam by this embed­
ding procedure. Percentages of recovery where the total numbers are 
lowest, showed greater variation from-experiment to experiment. This 
poor recovery was'more the result of the microbiological assay procedures 
(serial dilution pipetting, etc. ). Variations as great as ten-fold are quite 
common in low number assays. Since no variations this great were noted, 
this was good recovery data. 
The recovery method was further tested to evaluate the recovery of 
microorganisms found in the air. Outside air was pulled through sterile 
:foam ,o llectipn material for varying- lengths of time. Just a few minutes 
was neccssary to collect a grat variety of microorganisms on the foam. 
Many molds, ycasLs and bacteria were recovered. All could easily be 
secn growing in the agar or agar-filled foam. M,/olds grewv very- rapidly 
to the surface and would spread over the entire plate in a few days. 
This necessitated reading the plates often during the incubation period. 
M enbrane FiltLation and Recovery of Microorgasrns from 
Kapton Film 
Previous experirents showed that low numbers of microorganisms 
could be recovered from Kapton film by subjecting the film to 30 minutes 
of ultrasonic treatment in 50 cc of 1% peptone solution. The entire 50 cc 
of wash fluid was then plated. This method proved quite cumbersome 
because there weie difficulties in getting good nixing and solidification 
of the agar. The high incidence of fast growing bacterial spreaders also 
added to the enumeration problems. In an attempt to overcome some of 
those difficulties, recovery of microorganisms by membrane filtration 
was evaluated and found promising. 
The films used in these recovery experiments were sterile 2" x 3" 
pieces exposed outdoors for 4 to 5 days of prevailing weather, picking 
up at random whatever microorganisms were present in the air. 
Utilization of the membrane filter technique for recovery of micro­
organisms had one distinct disadvantage; the tendency for colonies to 
rapidly overgrow i-aaking counting difficult. The advantages of this 
technique were the concentration of all the organisms from the 50 cc 
peptone solution onto a small area and the ease -with which the filters 
containing the organisms could be cultured. 
Method of culturing the filters containing the concentrated organisms 
was -thoroughly explored in order to establish a procedure whjch w ould" 
prevent rapid confluence, overgrowth and/or spreading of colonies on 
the small filters. 
Methods examined for recovery from the filters included the method 
suggested by Millipore Filter Corporation which utilizes a small sterile 
plate, containing an absorbent pad saturated with the trypticase soy media. 
The filtet was placed on the wetLed pad, incubated and icad at 19, Z6,'43, 
ald"6 7-hours r -Spreading of the niicroorganisms began after 26 hours making 
the plates dificult to count. Another disadvantage of the rapid spicadng 
is that organisms cannot be easily isolated. This method was conpared 
to culturing the filters on trypticase soy agar. Incubation and counting of 
colonies on the filter surfaces as rnetioned above at 19, 20, 43 and 67 hours 
i 
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showedthe organisms to be discrete, countable colonies that could be 
readily isdlated. Spreading was not seen until 50 hours. The filters 
cultured on the TSA contained significantly higher numbers of organisms 
than the filters cultured on the media pads (Table 1). 
A similar experiment was conducted using filtors cultuied on 
i/Z strength TSA and single strength TSA. The colonies on 1 1/2 
strength agar showed less tendency to spread. With 1 1/Z strength 
agar the colonies grew more slowly and did not reach the size of 
those grown on single strength agar. Comparisons of 90 hours of in­
cubation showed the colonies on the 1 1/2 strength agar to be countable, 
while those on the single strength were spread. 
Compai-ison of the 1 I/Z strength trypticasc soy agar to normal 
strength with agar added to make it equivalent in agar content to the 1 1/2 
strength agar were made using replicate filtrates from 10 ultrasonically­
washed films. Thi agar concentration was found to be equivalent to 
retarding spreading. Recovery of microorganisms was also similar. 
As many as 43 colonies remained as discrete colonies on the filter after 
46 hours of incubation. 
An experiment was conducted to determine the nature of microorganisms 
isolated from Kapton film. Microorganisms isolated from Kapton film were 
compared to another 5 samples which were heat shocked 30 minutes at 80 C. 
Significant differences in number were seen when the number of surviving, 
heat-shockddt-organisms were compared to those not heat shocked. This ­
experiment employed the membrane filter technique, using 1 1/2 strength 
TSA. The data indicated that most of the organisms recovered from the 
exposed films were vegetative (Table' ll) since only bacterial Spore forms 
would survive the heat shocking process. 
- :Membrane filter experiments using Z, 3, 5, triphenyltetrazolium 
,chlorid6e T!C)-to detect colonies on the membrane filter were more easily 
evaluated; The TTC was incorporated in a layer of TSA which was poured 
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over the filter and a base layer of agar or over the filter placed in the 
bottom of the petri plate. As the organisms grow and metabolize, the 
colony picked up this dye, producing a bright red colony which was 
easily counted at 24 hours. However- counts were variable and usually 
much lower than those cultured without the TTC. This technique probably 
has more application in the enumeration of anaerobic or microaerophlic 
microorganisms. 
Considerable confidence in ultrasonic -membrane filter technique 
as a recovery method for low numbers of microorganisms has been de­
veloped. Kapton film exposed outdoois for 2 to 5 days consistently 
showed that 10-50 organisms could be routinely recovered. There is 
variation in the numbers collected on the film as it is exposed to the 
weather conditions outside. The Millipore Filter Corporation has just 
made available a new, inexpensive, enclosed, polycarbonate filter holder 
and flask which readily lends itself to this assay procedure. These -were 
ordered and their use was evaluated and incorporated into the recoveiy 
procedure.
 
Survival of Air Dried Vegetative Microorganisms 
The difficulties observed in the recovery of Serratia marcescens 
dried on lXapton films have been shown to be the result of rapid die-off 
as:a-r!sult of air drying. Previous experiments used the films im­
-nediately or soon after dryness was accomplished. These experiments 
showed unexplainable patterns of recovery. This variation was thought 
to be the result of air drying. Five replicates of Serratia marcescens 
dred on film and stainless steel strips were evaluated for survival at 
0 hours, 24 hours, and 48 hours (rTable III). This experiment showed 
that approximately one log of organisms was lost immediately by air 
drying' Twenty-four - 48 houi after drying, viability was found to be 
very low and in many instances negative. No differences in survival were 
noted as a result of drying on stainless steel or film. 
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Stock cultuxos 
A series of stock cultures were established for laboratory use. 
The two cultures now set up are Serratia marcescens 8UK (Detrick strain) 
and Bacillus subtilis var. nier Detrick strain (N. R. Smith - OV 356dry 
heat resistant strain), the subcultures from the original slant were used 
to select a nuihnber of orange variants to prepare the stock cultures. A 
series of 100 slants of each were prepared from the original culture. 
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TABLE I 
Comparison of Methods for Culturing Millipore Filters containing Air-
Borne Microorganisms Isolated from Kapton Film. 
Media Replicates Numbers of-Organisms at Incubation Time 
Kapton 
19 hrs. 26 hrs. 43 hrs. 50 hrs. Strips Total 
#i 3 22 22 spreading 1 23 
TS Agar 12 2 5 7 7 0 7 
#3 10 25 25 spreading 3 Z8 
4 8 0 spreading 1 II 
#5 6 1z 15 15 0 15 
TS Broth dl 9 13 and 13 not 1 14 
on spreading badly countable 
Abs orbant spread 
pads #2 9 911 9 i 1 10 
#3 4 5" 5" " 0 5 
#4 6 6" 7" " 0 7 
TABLE 11 
The Effect of Heat Shocking on the Recovery of Airborne Microorganisms 
Isolated from Kapton Film. 
Organisms on- Total 
Media Replicates Numbers of Organisms Film Strip Number 
23 hrs. Z8 hrs. 90 hrs. 90 hrs. 
I-feat Shocked 
I ]/z #i0 0 0 0 0 
Strength #2 1 2 2 0 2 
TSA #3 2 2 5 0 5 
#4 0 0 z 0 2 
#5 3 3 6 z 8 
Not Heat Shocked 
1 1/2 #I 10 1z 45 0. 45 
Strength #2 12 13 58 0 58 
TSA #3 9 1z 34 0 34 
#4 13 13 Z8 0 28 
#5 7 15 29 0 29 
Die off of Serratia 
Time 
Initial count 
of suspension 
0 hr film 
SS Strips 
Z4 hr film 
SS Strips 
48 hr film 
SS Strips 
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TABLE III 
marcescens Dijed on Kapton Film and 
Stainless Steel Strips 
Counts (replicates) 
1 z 3 4 5 
1490 1490 1490 1490 1490 
113 zz 167 134 280 
Z3 239 1z 16Z Z49 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
1z 0 0 1 5 
0 2 6 0 4 
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Sterile Assembly of the Wolftrap 
The Wolftrap was designed as a biological life-detection 
experiment for planetary probes. 
The Wolftrap hardware represents a. complex, sterilizable 
apparatus consisting of optics, electronics, moving parts, and pneu­
matics and therefore constitutes a good test for sterile assembly tech­
niques. In order to best evaluate and perform the task of sterile assem­
bly, i small assembly area within the Class 100 clean room was con­
structed. It consisted of a floor-to-ceiling polyethylene curtain sus­
pended between two aluminum frames. An aluminum table with an open 
mesh top was fabricated for use within the assembly area. Two 
Statatrol air-ionizing devices were installed beneath the HEPA filters 
which supply laminar air to the area. These ionizing devices neutlalizet 
the static charge on the particles and surfaces within the laminar air 
flow facilitating the removal of any generated particles which could con­
j.aiInaethe sterile hardw/are during the assembly process. (The cur--­
taim also insured the vertical laminar air flow of the ionized air to the 
confined area. ) The Litton High Volume Sampler was placed beneath 
the surface of the mesh table top in a position that enabled the air to be 
monitored for the biological particles generated by the workei s suited 
.-in-maximum clean room garb. Results indicated that very few micro­
organlsms are liberated into the assembly area during the assembly and 
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disassembly period. The use of the Statatrol and complete gowning 
greatly reduced the charge of contamination. A sterile incubator 
was placed in the clean room to further decrease the chances of con­
taminating the recovery broths during the incubation period. 
In each experiment, the Wolftrap was assembled from 
parts previously sterilized in flowing nitrogen for Z4 hr at 135 C. 
The Wfolftrap was then disassembled and each part cultured separately 
in Trypticase Soy broth for 96 hr at 35 C. 
Two out of six completely sterile assembly and disassem­
bly experiments have been performed. Those experiments (4) which 
showed some viable microorganisms present, indicated that level of 
contamination were very low. Each experiment showing contamination 
had only one or two small pieces out of a total of 52 showing growth 
when cultured. 
Assembly and disassembly of the Wolftiap experiment was 
carriet-dout on a horizontal laninar flow bench in a relatively clean 
nonlarninar-flow area. The floor of this area was mopped prior to per­
formarnce of the assembly-disassembly. Three out of three of these 
experiments on the clean bench showed no contamination when cultured. 
Sterile assembly proved successful because of the maximum 
level and qualities of garmenting of the personnel, critical precautions 
in procedure and careful training in acceptable techniques. 
Broad application of expernnental procedures resulting 
in "steille assembly" is possible in the industrial environment as 
well. Much more work on techniques and statistical validation must 
be done. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 
Laboratory Design and Improved Function 
The CASL contains the equipment necessary to the planeta: 
quarantine program as carried forward at GSFC. Several arrangemel 
for communication and flow of personnel and material s are inadequate 
even unsafe, however. The following recommendations relate to thesc 
conditions: 
1. 	 The addition of a steam autoclave pass-through 
for the clean room. 
2. 	 The addition of Statatrol ionizing units to the filter 
band would increase the potential of the laboratory 
for use in sterile assembly techniques. 
3. 	 A convenient addition would involve the insertion 
of a window pass-through for the entrance of 
materials from rhe Bio -monitoring Laboratory into' 
the clean room. 
4. 	 Convenience would also be increased by the addition 
of a walk-through area from the preparation area to 
the Bio-monitoiing Laboratory. 
5. 	 -The interlocking door system was ins~tlled but never" 
functioned well enough to be used and was not safe if 
an emergency were to arise while personnel wore in 
the shower-dressing corridor. 
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6. 	 The clean- room door should have been mechanically 
operated so that there would be no need to touch the 
door with hands. 
7. 	 A second means of exiting (emnergency exit) from the 
clean room should have been available in case of an 
emergency. 
Equipment maintenance-is of paramount importance in all 
CASL functions. Failure of sterile procedures in CASL could usually 
be traced to malfunction of sterilization equipment. Thus, maintenance' 
services should be obtained from the manufacturer on a frequent schedule. 
CASL personnel should perform only a minimum, if any, maintenance of 
equipment. 
Janitorial services needed in CASL present cons tant quality 
-control problems. Senior personnel were directly involved in clean-up 
activities to assure high standards of cleanliness. As GSFC nowy has 
2 major clean areas requiring similar services, it is reconmended that 
CASL and other "clean" facilities be served by a Center-wide professional 
ma-intenance service organized for this purpose. 
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,Staffing 
Yhe -staffacility, -if-it is to producedata-with micro­for th  
-biological significance, should be trained, -professional-microbiologists 
-with a varied backgnxund and some expeience with sterilization techni­
,ques."It .should be stressed that familiarity with .sterillation rationale 
opro-ednr es is .not normally part of the educational rpequirements in 
.microbiology. Associated.-with-these microbiologists -there should be a 
.Kequiied number of technicians with laboratory experience. -This is a 
_fequirenment for at least one t~chnidian.with electronics -and:mec-hanical 
experience to assist in the maintenance of equipment. 
-The personnel selected for the -laboratory -vere to haveieqa\-red 
,some -variety in their experience as the requirements demanded the 
abillty to adapt-known techniques to a -variety of new materials and pro­
8cedures. -Some time -was required in training the -personnelfor the prp 
cedures in laboratory technique, cleaning and maintenance procedures 
and the recoxding of data. 
- -The personnel staffing the facility developed well. Many rather 
unusual requirements demanded of them were performed willingly 
because of their background in biological sciences. The possession of 
flexibility and imnagination provetl to be very rewarding qualities in the 2 
personnel working in CASL. 
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To serve GSIPC and the experimenter community adquately, a 
high level of professional performance by CASL personnel must be 
maintained. One way to accornplish this is to require the contractor 
to provide, in addition to operating and research services, consulting 
and study services to the GSFC Planetary Quarantine Program. This 
would involve CASL personnel with the mainstrean of PQ activities in 
NASA, allowing more efficient research planning in CASL and wider 
distribution of current CASL findings. The critique of GASL's pro­
gram and action by non-GSFC personnel working in planetary quaran­
tine is an essential aspect of maintaining professional attitudes. 
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To detei mine parameters that would assure sterility of a sealed seam of film fto 
application in "split-sem entry," spores of Bact[[lt subuhs var. nuge; were sprayed 
onto pieces of Kapton and Teflon film Shoit-time, high-temperature (200 to 270 C) 
exposures w\ere nmade with filn pieces between a11lm1inun blocks in a hot-air oven, 
and the D and : values .,eicdetermined aftei subculture of surixing spores. The use 
of Kapton film allowed the study of high tenpetatures, since it is not heat sealable 
and could b, uszd to make thin packages for heat treatment Spores on Teflon wete 
dry-heat treated in a package designed to simLate an actual seam to be scad The 
values of 29 1 C (52 4 F) for spoics on Kapton and 139 C (250 4 F) foi spores on 
'eflon ,'ere calculated 
Relatv 1 little attention has been given to the The e\lsting literature contains only a few
 
definition of high-tempeptatre-(short-tmc pa- references to dry-heat resistanece at elevated
 
ran'eters in the thermal destruction of micro- temperatures or in the sealing temperature range
 
organisms of Tellon film, 500 to 536 F (260 to 230 C)
 
With the dexelopment of techniques for gnoto- Currently, estiMAtes of thermal kill clecs at the
 
biology, means of entry or the transfer of sterile highei temlpertuares are d.teimnted by e\trap­
materials without .iolation of the sterilnt. of the olation from the e\istimg thermal death time
 
flexible film chamber housing the gnotobiotice dan. Wang et al (19) in e\periments with moist
 
animals has resulted f his technique is knomi is heat showed that this type of e\trtpolation can be
 
"spit-scau" entry (10, 17, 18) With this tech- in serious error. They showed a nearly I,CC 
nIque, a sterile sealing tool (hot w ire, et ) and dizagreement between e\perrmern'al resuhs and
 
the sterile items to be transferred are placed in an those found from extrapolttion of the thermal
 
internally sterile plastic bag Ihis bag is sealed death umecurveoc- a range of20 C to the high­
onto a flexible film isolator, and its contents can est temperature tested (295 F or 143 C:
 
-be insereed into the isol.ttor or film system without Some early study in thermal resistance at high 
violation of sterility The interiot of the passage- temperatures has been reported by E3ourdsllon 
way formed by cutting or splitting of the sealed et al (2) in the sterilization of air with dillerent 
seam could contain sonic film not previously types of furnaces I he) concluded that a tempera­
sterilhed Since a minute portion of the seam will ture of 482 to 572 F (250 to 300 Q Mas rctutred . 
,-be exposed to the interior surface of the systent z for complete air siterizanon Decker et at (5), 
also testing an air sterilizer, Norked in a tempera-"being entered, t6e time-tenperature parameters 

involved in produciig a ph)sically acceptable ture range which more nearl) coiUcides with the
 
seam Must also kill all mcTroorganisms trapped temperature range of interest in this investigation
 
therein These experiments with spores of Baetls stlt,s 
* This method ofentry or insertion has numerous var nUge %weredesigned to test the performlance 
applications, among these are uses in gnoto- and biological reliability Ofa conmercial electric­
biology, sterile fill operations, and sterile assembly grid, hot-air sterilizer Their results were reporttd 
of spacecraft parts Of the mmerous films ai,ul- in terms of ptr cent reduction of the origin.' 
.able, one which has aeICptable properties and populatiot and also the retention time at a 
could be used in the assenbl) of spacecraft parts 'specified tentpcif ture in the range 425 to'625 F 
-Is Teflon EEP film (Teflon is a proprietary prod- -The time for a 6 log redMtion %%s24 sec at 425 F 
net of the E I Dupont De Nenionrs Co , inc., (218 C) and 3 sec at 575 F (302 C) %- %I, 
Wilmington; Del) - Again, in an attempt to determine some pi­
18,1t
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ramters for hot-air sterilization of laboratory 
material, Francis (6) hc.ited a dried-spore ioe-
t1.t1t of 4 x 10' ordalims front hay dust in 
aluminum weighing dishcs heated v ith iltmlInumr 
blocks and obttinted sterility at 42S F (220 C) in 
10 sec 
A recent 1nvesti -tlion of the emiieency of a hot-
air sterilizer ',as pursued by QUesnel et 1l (1-I) at 
392 F (200 C) At tils tempertirle and with an 
inoculm of i\ed species of B vitbti as an 
air-dried film, they achie ed sterilizaton of 20 
stainLss-stecl strips',eigiig- g each ino,noerall 
cycle of 20 min, vwher .as s\ sputtIm CLIPS ith a 
total veight of 2 kg required ,tcle of 3S miit 
Glass jars of eqw',Ien t .eight 10 the Steel Sltttum 
mLutgs required a longer cycle in the sterilizer 
Their interpretation of the data related the sur-
face to mass ratio or the matetitls carrying the 
InOcultun to the time to sterilize at this tempera-
tture 
MA'tIaAtS AND \MIOUSx 
Test organism The orgdailln used in this study, wkas 
B. sdbths Ntr inge, (D.trick strain) The cultur, v as 
obtained front Charles . Phillips of the U S Arm. 
Biological .Laboratort,.s,Fort Derrick, F'rdcrick, \id 
Sporalation w'cid'n, I he spot ul iton n'dtum %%as 
prepared front commercial tLhydrated material In 

tlis C1asC,the mediul as NutrLnt Agar (BBL), 

pre.pared uith tap vater %ith 10 pg of \1nSO and 

80 pg of CaCI. per hltcr add t 11Cioculuaet buildtip 

mcd II was the same, without agar added 

t
Subctihe niedumi (vpale itabiltt wrudvtn) Do-
hydrated 1rypticase Soy -\gar (.1BB) %.as used to 
determine th,. iabihty of heat-treated spores Medium 
ua, dispenszd in 25-nil portion, into dispos ible glass 
test tubes (50 b'%150 him) and coterd with poiy-
prop)lene drop caps Wide-mouth tubes "ere usd to 
accommodate the pi-ees of film All tubes of mediurn 

were incubated for 48 hr at 32 C prior to use, and an 

positLVC tubes cre dicarded 

A4sSJ) inedwnt TrypnIas Soy Agar %as used in 
the assay procedu c Sterle, di tilkL.d water %ith 005', 
2',;een 80 (Ati is Chemical Industries, Inc , lining-
ton, D-l ) %as us.d as a tiesh solution in the assa, of 
.untreated, spra ed pieces of filn 
- Preparation of sptne' A stok culture sbut v Inch 
was the first passage from the origial stoLk culture 
was washed with 5 utl of sterile dit,lIed v ater The 
suspension was decanted into a sterile, scre,%-cap 
tube and heatcd at 65 C for 15 nun to kill any iegeta-
tive cLIls A. I-ml amount of this suspension was used 
to inoculate each 500-nil haltkc Ilask containiig 50 ni 
of noculunt buidup r.ldiuai Th, flasks %%er, placed 
on an tncubatd sha'er at 32 C for 16 to IS hr A 2-nil 
amotnt of tls Culture %as inoculated into I-hter 
Erlennieycr flasks containing 200 nl of noculum 
buildup IutmLtaad inctibatcd in ashaker at 32 C Jar 
-!2to 14 hr The iioculurn v as eliceked for %egtatite 
growth under phase microscop Mfore us,, Glass 
petri dishes (150 b.25 amii) v er. treparcd with 100 nil 
each of soliified sportilation aigar and prCene' tted 
for 24 hr at 32 C A 2-mil amount of iiioCtluri %,s 
spread onto the agar burfac at eath plat,. wth glas, 
spreadcki a 1d the plates %%Ere iet"batcLd at 32 CSporulnoa %,,aS UnderCh !,C,d freCquLLntl. phase 
r'olio., taschce freqtun under ph 
mnicroscopy \[a"Ii'll Spot1 illation (99r") vas at -IShrV 
Reates %%ere refrnger~ttd oeruight and th har;.Lcd 
Fach plat, was rinsed mw appro\lm itLL,,ice ,ttli 10 nil 
ot cold, sterile, distilled watr %%itlethe plate as 
rt alt0 d onl a turntable and the surf,.e was gently 
agitated tt.uth a ldss Spladtr to facilit,,t tlit riioal 
of the gro-th The aectiMIlated suspens:on Was 
cntrifug-d in a refrigerated cenmfute at 10,403 X g 
for 20 mn and decanted Thesparesv"re,,ashed fie 
ntmes i st.rile, distilled water, and, after the final
ash, the spores were susperd.d in absolute t-l l 
alcohol All procedures o transt,.r, mocuIl Io, and 
harvtstin' in the preparation of the spore suapcnsion 
were p-rtorF-ld under I tnuar flow condiions
 
Pnpwa'afsprateditipice Two t.ypes ofr
filn 
were used in these studies, Kapton and T0lon Tellon 
as selected as a reicresentatite film on whtch to 
Stuldy tinic-tenpratuie parameters forlicat sealing, 
utili/ilg a %agektotukl hate ptctial apphlca­wIhch 
tion, %%hertasthe Kapton %kasselected beause of its 
high electrostatic charge and was choszn more to look 
at the h.at rastaace of the spores at heat-seahng 
tepIeratures on a fili wlich ,.ould withstand the 
sacling tenperttires of Telion vuithout sealing 
Kapton (Dpoint rg1istrd tradenark, E I Dupont 
de Nemours & Co, filc, W\\ilinton, Dcl is a 
poly.anide film which tU ns i s ph: seal, eletrial, 
and mechanicl properties ovr a %;tdt. temp-raturc 
range (from -269 to 400 Cj Kapton chars above 
800 C, is not heat sealable, and ,snot soluble in any 
known orgarnc ohent Kapton type 11 film of I rlai 
tlockncss (0 001 inch) itas ustd At room tenperature 
Kapton and Mylar, a polyestcr flin, are sainlar. As 
the temperature varies, the propcrtes of Kptol. are 
less affected thani Mylar Mylar and Kapton are 
frequently ustcd intterials inthe space eflort Teflon 
FEPlis a fluorocarbon fln It is a transparent, tlIermo­
plastic film whch can be heil s-aled, thermolormed, 
laminated, or metalzed It is xirtuall inert to clieni[­
cals and solent It call be used conltntoutsly at 200 C 
and has good resistancL to taipact aad teIring Teflon 
is %Nidely used in the eleqaroncs and electricIt indLis­
tri s Fn e md (0 0035 inch), t)pe A Teflon was used 
The heat-scalig range for th,s flini is 260 to 280 C 
Large sheets of sterile film of either type were 
suspended in a clotheshine fashion The-receptacle 
bottle of a chronitography, spra.er b s 'filIed iwth 
spore susptisioi in ethl alcohol Sheets of flin %Nere 
sprayed at a dist nce of approximately 3 feet The 
spore film dried instantl Kapton "as sprayed on 
both sidcs and Telon on one ThL lemel of inoculation 
txa. 10, on each lI-inch (2 54 cm) square 
As~aa, dwarccl, spray edfim SquartLs (t ich) of 
film %tuc tsd tar assay B.catUSe of difficulty InI 
rumot jag spores fRom the Kapton lor assay, the pieces 
ot KaptoIt flIn w ro soaked overnight In thL wash 
solution before as'ay. for both Kapton and Tellon, a 
square of sprayed film was placLd Ina screw-cap, 
polvprop, Ine bottle wth 50 ml of waAh solution and 
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exposed to ultra.onic triatruent at 35,030 Lc for 30 
Bll'i1 liK tOl 1t%'s ro'ItIn%"iash>0 1 )3,sull' diuted 
and plattcd ,ith -lr)pcauSoy A g,r and imubated 
for -18hr at 32 C Each p',Le or filn,was ,,sbed t',Ct, 
and the counts from cCh v ai ,,ere add,i Iniill)
each piece offilm ,;1as. spor,,l o plated to dtect any 
remaining on tl,surface, but this was discontintied 
since notha sinlrl-icnt renained 
Prepq,utn of ,octI/ttedLfil packets TIe Kapton 
paelt (Fig 1)contained 25 squares (I inch, of 
Kapton fdnt spr'.-Inocula ted Oil both sides These 
squares were CYi) spaccd and nunvitoned buLccin 
two S by 8 M11 SI'Lets (20 3 b)20 3 cin) of iKa1 tov 
'Ihis 8 b)8 inch hirimonato, was then pI cid bet ,e.n 
tvo 10 by 12 inch (25 -I by 30 5c'n) shelzs orKapto'l, 
and the edge ;as taped The totl tluckness of die 
Kapton packt vas 5 mi E0005 inch) Tile high,
natural electrostati charge of Kipton filn eflcuvey 
held the inoculated filn squares firmly in place Tht 
packets containing the Inoculated -efloa verc similar 
(Fig 2) They contistcd of tk.o Ltyers of 5-hml Teflon 
with the Inoculated sides facing together (sinlating a 
scant to b: sealed) The inoculated sheets of Teflon 
were heat sealed on.one edge and cut to the seal, 
forriing fi'e ]-inch fiirs of film AKapton scparator
(1 aid) as placed between the inoculated surfaces SO 
that the heat treatment miould not fuse theLtor-
atiilitd sUItfacus together Fusion would. haie 
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FIG I Ditgiamottc rep' $settttOl shO t the 
Pneihod ofp1epacto ofthe Kapio'o tewt pieces 
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FIG 2. Dtagatmnmaic reptt3eltatof)l shOwIhg "th1 
r.tet;Iotd p-ersof piepwanan of thre YIont rt 
otcIutdd til, test orgt' irm', 111d 'rccnt.Cd rcco\ r of 
stir' n oC 
Di. -J-evt Ircatn~ctt of/M,,clI's The Kapion '1ci 
IciJbopackets %. r ne placIri2 Len.i ed by tiI,ni bct 
tv a Th: bloct s :S inchismalulum block- '203 Cri 
wide by 12 inhels (30 4 cm) long b) I inch (2 5 cnj 
de.p! Vet.hlllgti oilone end so thet the) could b1 
raply opened and clos-dJ 1 1,pket contdllmnlg d-e 
inoculated filn ,as prc sed firml) v the blo'ksinc 

fo the tint inter.at of the hc.t tr-..itiZnt Th, 
packi ir,,re cooled n,t iitnacouml b) pl'tcig them 
bct\ween an identical s t of cold (0 C) altill.1'll" 
blocks The Ii.attd blocks ,ere nltntincd At t'e 
dew,d t-.injiiature by holdulg thLic MiVorced-di..,t, 
bot-&r o,en (Ho.tpack Corp, Pilt il la ) Tile 
tenicratue of the blocks %'asconv'nuoisil rnont.or.d 
by coppcr-co,istantan tiernto.ouipies ntlehed to tIll 
brock, and to I mlitiioiit ixcorder (\linneapo's­
.- ey eil, Phladelplha,l'hi ) Each heat tr,_"I,' it 
v as timed fron the closing to the opning ot the 
heated blocks -Ihe come-up tune for the Kap.on 
p,lckets %,,ask s than ISec, %%hereasthe coMni-up for
 
the Tefloa packet due to its thickness as approl­
nuately 3 seC
 
Suixufin, c of heat-tateds sqwtues offilm Sunpli.s(100) were heated for each tinie-tenipcrat're dets,cna­
tion Ail sUctlttiriiig techtniltues v ete perforteaLd in1, 
iercal hlimiar flo, room (20 feet 1616 cm)w.ide by% 
20 feet (616 cm) long by 10 fLet (30S cr) highl wth 
pzrsonnel go ned in sterile garnicits colhllieteIy 
co'.erig their bodies uleludlig, a face inisk, for thenose All naterials ,re v.ip d with di~rnketat b lfore 
being admitttd to the clean room Each heit-treid 
piece of film was transfLrred lth bterik forceps(using a nek% pair lor ouch tr,tnsfr) into th tube, 
contun ing the stibculture nIhLum and IntILU td at 
32 C lor3 %eeks 
Azaljsts of ,ota D ",allres (in this case, seconds 
reque;r,d at a given heating teIifcratre to reduce the 
spore population 10-old) "cre calculat.d by the 
method oFS,unnboisdecrlb Schuirdt t I5)and regiven b3 the formula D = (Uor f)/(log I - log t),wTC-4
%%here A is the tot!t number oF samplcs hc.ted multi­
plied by tll. number o0spores per sitrple, B t calcu­
lated assum ng one stilrLIing spore per container vhen 
less than the tot.' number ot containers ho%%ed sur­
vival, Uor t is exposure time at a given temperatute 
In addition, the calculations %.erealso done b) the 
method of Stunbo, ,Mturplhy, and Coch,re ,16j as 
by Pflug and Schmidt (13) which tiszd 
basicall the .anic formula descrtbd aboee, but the 
numlber of survwors decribed b B is calculated b% 
the most piob.ble tutmb.r of -ad'oron'iand Zi glr 
(8) b) using tlt, UI(,. NU) The z valueformula ­
was dcternmned From the plot of the phanttom therinal
 
ctur'e or thermal resistance Ctrve and from the 
regression coeffienent dened front the statistical 
analysis Tile v;alC canl llK defined Ps the nttibzr of 
dr..Ls fahrnheit fo the deIatht itte ctric to p-iss o er 
1-log cycle Tile ttmiprdttur,, coeh tEucnt lot tile ch,n1e 
in rate of destruICtiOl WIlth temperature c-n alo J 
expressed by the Q,., Ialure ilth the r,-ttioni-hip 
= IS/log Qt, fot degree; F and z = 10 555 X 18)/

log Qn for degres C F talue
(F,, equaL btri,aion. 
1844 
tire in minutes ;.ith rtSQtCCL 
has been traditionally gn 
:onverted From D ",-lu,.s by 
tionship: I = D .log.A ± 2) 1he .al'e of log . is 
from S' unil'o's ccLtatlon The intial population tinb 
is redu.Cd to I during an ,IpoSur, to Iat at a gi.l 
tenperattlrc for the time period of D X a unber of 
logs of the I rtopulation, citer .hich th, 2rea of 
nergyprobabilty of a surior it .ntrd Actato.t 
can be calIcuIlated from the slmplfiLcd Arrhemius 
eqttaion shov n by Schmidt (5) as, follows-
E = 4 58 (7, X 7t1)/(T,- 7) X k.i/Lt 
where 7 is aboltute tet+iper.,tlure, k is the reaction rate 
constant and "~as calcdated front D by k = 2 3/D, 
and 4 58 is a coast mnt ['lug and Schmidt (13) point 
out that ccletions of acti.auon energie, p-rhaps 
have more applicability with dr) heat than with Net 
heat 
Siausial a alysis A ierresslon. anal..s of the 
data and the least-sqtliares rcgrcssion line were 
calculated by using a program on an IBM 360 com-
puter 
RESUlTS A\o DIscussIoN 
Table I presents the D values obtained for B 
ige' spores heated on both Kaptonsuibnhs xar 
and leflon film at %arotstemperattres The 
regression lines Indicating the z .altICs for spores 
on both fili Ire shown in Fig 3-4 
Mttch recent stud% (1, 9) on dry heat and 
particularly that of \turrell and Scott (11) ha e 
shown that the water actiity, ca, (eqilibrium 
rclati e humidat ), of the spores themsbelves and of 
the en ironment In xhich the spores are heated 
affects thehear resistance InIotUr in estigatiton, the 
spores were sprayed onto the films from an ethl 
alcohol susponsion and %ere essentially dry. It is 
probable, hoe.cer, that in the tie required to 
TABLF 1. ContparionofD i ateis tth cta in the 
£teraturr4--
D .I, n - ¢aau 
'lmpF (tenp C) 
to a gimen organi-m nid 
at 250 F) can be mtcr-
u imI tli follo.mg rda-
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form the packets for heat treatment, the spores 
equilibrated to onething clo~e to the equiilbritim' 
relative hamindty of the cntronmenti loieer, asi 
has been sho'n by Gilbert et al (7), spores 
equilbrated after de-iccation Will not equilibrate 
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the sale final a,, as spores that have nes r been 
desiccated This results in a final, equilibrJt.c Ca, 
mhich is lover than for sports never desiccated 
Our rmestgation was carried out essentially so 
that the results could be practicall applied in the 
heat sealing of Teflon film ]i actual e, perience, 
the spores on a gven piece of film v'ould h, e ,.n 
undetermined water content but %wouldprobabl 
be in a relatiely deicated state The ctiron-
mentinNhich these packe, veie prepred %asat 
approxlmdtely 50% relative htinidlit The
equilibiated a, of spots showing the grctest 
heat resistance is in the rtn,,c 0 2 to 0 6 Conider-
in- the tact that the spores vere pre'iously des-
iccated, it can be ossumed that the)-were prob-
ably not at an a,, range of mln'mal heat resist­
ance 
Partial e'.planattoa of the diferences in z and 
D ,alues of the spores heated on the to tl)es 
-of film can be found In the e\aminatIoa of the 
packet and the permeability of the films to %Nater 
,vapor The thinner Kapton packet (total of 5 mil) 
is made from film perneable to water ,,apor [51 
g/(100 inches!) (2-4 hr),'milj and has mcasurable 
moisture absorption capacity (1 3 at 50% rela-
the humidit, at 23 5 C) The v'atcr vwpor in the 
spoic and in the environment can be easily lost 
during heating, thus heating spores which are dry 
and which should show lov;er heat resistarze On 
the other hand, the Teflon pocket is thicker (toml 
of 15 mil) and contains a piece of Kapton in-
serted between tWo pieces of Teflon I dfon is 
impermeable to 'ater apor, and thus the vter 
vappr content of the spores and that released hlor 
the Kapton film are retained ta the immediate 
environment of the spore The spores are then 
heated at an intermediate a, gising higher heat 
resistance. This factor of penetration of k'ater 
vapor combined %%tth the longer come-up time 
for the thicker packet and consideration of 
thesurface area to mass ratio Fot the Teflon pack-
ets may prode sonic reasons for the divergenceet m olies 
The come-up time for the Kapton film Pack-
age ;,as less thin 1 sec, so that the calculated z 
,pr6bably represents a more accurate %alne for 
-the spores than the thicker Tefidn package vith 
its longer comte-up time The Kapton system was 
chosen so that spore destrtiction at Ue'oted 
-temnperatures:-teperturscouk] be studiednd~  thee filmld e withoaitot  nt 
sealing The thinner Kapton pa.ket (total 5 mil) 
also offcred a spore-carrier system itah less mass 
The D values reported show a general agree-
meat with the data. of Decker et al (5) with "hich 
they are compared in Table I Analysis of the 
,data of Decker et al (5) showed a straight-line 
A"rhcnits plot rihemus plots with our data 
i 
R G Wa', Ph.D Thesis, Penns1lvano State 
Uniersity, 1963. 
were drav a and also produced straight lines The 
results of calculations of actm'atioa eneigy ,-re 
given in Table 2 and ,I, compared to the data 
of Decker et al (5) and sonIe other "diUes In the 
iterattIe The lower action energes obt'u'ed 
at these Ingh temperatures compaed ith ,alues 
obtained for dry-leat resistance at lover tern­
peratures (3) might indicate some difTfrent lethal 
reaction Calculated activation ener~g fron the 
inestigaition of Decker et d () associated inh 
the death reaction WOuld beapproxmtely 12,600 
cal/g-mole 
As has been pointed out by Quesnel et a! 
(1-I), the ratio of surface area to mass could be a 
signdicant factor in dry-heat sterilization Since 
the \alue for specific heat and the coeflicient of 
thermal conduct; t are essentiall) tha same for 
Kapton Ind Teflon, the dilFerence in : and D 
val6es between the two films may reflect the 
greater surface area to niass ratto with theTeflon 
pvckets 
It would seem that regardless of the explana­
tions grmen, the comaon practice ofe,.trapolaing 
the : curve to higher temperatures cannot be 
defended The lower :: "ailues for drN heat (30
to 40 F"range, 1, 4, 12) obtained at lower tern­peratures (135 C) otIld show con~iderable error 
if arbitrarily extrapoloted to the 200 to 275 -C 
range
- In the application o' the data derhed front this 
study to actual heat-sealing practice, it is necessary ­
to determine the time required at a -i' en sealing 
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A total F Calculation (heat-seaing tnie at 
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F;,). = 7 9 see, = 7 1 see0 F2 ,00 Fsc1 
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As.was discussed in our recent publication concerning the high­
rerniperEtare dry heat resistance of Bacillus subtilis var niger, little 
atention has been given to dry heat resistances at higher terperatures. 
This is particularly true when discussing anaerobic spores. This wolk 
and the aforementioned work with . subtilis var. nige were undertaken 
in the examination of the feasibility and reliability of the gnotobiotic tech­
nique of "split-seam" entry. 
A survey of the fev references on high-terperature, dry-heat resis­
taince :inte found in our previous publication (in the range 3Z0-410 F_ 
(r60:210o.C):- It was also pointed out that discrepancies can exist vhere­
thermal resistance curves are extiapolated to higher temperatures (Wang 
et al., ). "The orgahism used for this study was selected since there is 
sone indication of the dry hea-t re'sistance of the spores in the literature " 
(Bruch et al., ). 
Materials and Methods 
Test Organism The organism used in this study was Clostridium 
sporo.genes strain Vera and was originally obtained from Dr. -ariette 
Vera of the Becton-Dickinson Company, Baltimore, Maryland. 
Sporulation medium The sporulation mediumA was 10% trypticase plus 
0. 1% Na thioglycollate. The inoculum build-up medium was the same. 
Subculture medium (spore viability medium). Dehydrated Reinforced 
Clostridial Medium (Oxoid-Colab) was used to determine the viability of 
beat-treated spores. Medium was dispensed into disposable glass test 
tubes (50 by 150 mm) in 25-mi quantities, overlayed with stratifying 
agar (5-10 nl) and covered %vithpolypropylene drop caps. Wide-mouth 
tubes were used to accommodate the pieces of film. All tubes of medium 
were incubated for 48 hr at 32 C prior to use. Any positive tubes -were 
discarded. 
Stratifying medium Stratifying medium was 3% agar with 0. 1% sodium 
thioglycollate added.
 
Assay medium Reinforced Clostridial Medium was used in the assay pro­
cedure.
 
Preparation of spores A stock-culture slant, which was the first passage
 
from the original stock culture was washed with 5 ml of sterile distilled water.
 
The suspension was decanted into a siezik6, screw-cap tube and heated at 65
 
C for 15 nin. to kill any vegetative cells. This inoculum was used to build
 
up a high cells-per-volume-of-liquid inoculum in tubes and/or flasks. A
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constant chock, using phase microscopy was made to determine the state 
of the culture. Harvest was begun at estimation of maximum sporulation. 
Maximum sporulation was approximately 60-70%. Flasks were chilled 
overnight in the refrigerator. Harvest was accomplished with a continuous 
flow attachment in a refrigerated centrifuge at 10,400 X g. The spores 
were washed five times in sterile distilled watei. After the final wash, 
the spores were suspended in absolute ethyl alcohol. All procedures in 
culturing were performed under laminar flow conditions. 
Preparation of sprayed test pieces Two types of film were used in these, 
studies, Kapton and Teflon. Teflon was selected as a representative film 
on which to study time-temperature parameters for heat sealing, utilizing 
a gauge which wou]d have practical application, whereas the Kapton was 
selected because of its high electrostatic charge and was chosen more to 
look at the heat resistance of the spores at heat-sealing temperatures on 
a film which would withstand the sealing temperatures of Teflon without 
actually sealing. Kapton (Dupont registered trademark, E. I. Dupont de 
Nemours & Co. , Inc. , Wilmington, Del.') is a polyamide film which main­
tains its physical, electrical, and mechanical properties over a wide ter­
perature range (from -Z69 to 400 C). Kapton chars above 800 C, is not 
heat sealable, and is not soluble in any known organic solvent. Kapton 
type 11 film of 1 mil thickness (0. 001 inch) was used. At room temperature 
Kapton and Mylar, a polyester film, are similar. As the temperature varies, 
the properties of Kapton are less affected than Mylar. Mylar and Kapton are 
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frequently used materials in the space effort. Teflon PEP is a fluoro­
carbon film. It is a transparent, thermoplastic film which can be heat 
sealed, therrofornied, laminated, or metalized. It is virtually inert to 
chemicals and solvents. It can be used continuously at 200 C and has 
good resistance to impact and tearing. Teflon is widely used in the elec­
tronics and electrical industries. Five mil used in the electronics and 
electrical industries. Five mil (0. 005 inch), type A Teflon was used. 
The heat-sealing range for this film is Z60 to 280 C. 
Large sheets of sterile film of either type were suspended in a clothes­
line fashion. The receptacle bottle of a chromatography sprayer was filled 
with spore suspension in ethyl alcohol. Sheets of film were sprayed at a 
distance of approximately 3 feet. The spore film dried instantly. Kapton 
was sprayed on both sides and Teflon on one. The level of inoculation was 
105 on each l-inch (2. 54 cm) square. 
Assay of nonheated sprayed film Square (I inch) of film were used for assay 
of spores on both Kapton and Teflon film. Each sprayed square of film was 
soaked in 50 ml of wash solution. The wash solultion was constituted of i1% 
peptone and 0. 1/ Na thioglycollate. The solution and piece of film, contained 
in a screw-cap polypropylene bottle was insonated at 35, 000 kc for 15 min. 
The was solution vias routinely, serially diluted and assayed in stratifiec 
deep agar tubes of Reinforced Clostridial Medium and incubated at 32 C for 
24-48 hours. Each piece of film was washed twice, and the counts f om each 
wash were added. 
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Preparation of inoculated film packets The Kapton packet (Fig. 1) 
contained 25 squares (Iinch) of Kapton film spray-inoculated on both
 
sides. These squares were evenly spaced and maintained betw .en two
 
8 by 8 in6h sheets (20. 3 by Z0. 3 cm) of ] apton. This 8 by 8 inch lamina­
tion was then placed between two 10 by 12 inch (25.4 by 30. 5 cm) sheets
 
of Iapton, and the edge was taped. The total thickness of the Kapton
 
packet was 5 mil (0. 005 inch). The high, natural electrostatic charge
 
of Kapton film effectively held the inoculated film squares fnamly in place.
 
The packets containing the inoculated Teflon was similar (Fig. 2). They
 
consisted of two layers of 5-mil Teflon with the inoculated sides facing
 
together (simulating a seam to be sealed). The inoculated sheets of Teflon
 
wel e heat sealed on one edge and cut to the seal, forming five 1-inch fingers
 
of film. A Kapton separator (Imil) was placed between the inoculated. sur­
faces so that the heat treatment would not fuse the contaminated surfaces
 
together. Fusion would have occluded the test organisms and prevented
 
recovery of survivors.
 
Dry-heat treatment of packets The Kapton and Teflon packets were heated
 
by placing them between two aluminum blocks. The blocks (8 inches (20. 3
 
cm) wide by 12 inches (30.4 cm) long by 1 inch (Z.5 cm) deep) were-hinged on
 
one end so that they could be rapidly opened and closed. The packet containing
 
the inoculated film was pressed fimly between the blocks for the time interval
 
I
 
of the heat treatment. The packets were cooled instantaneously by placing 
them between an identical set of cold (0 C) aluminum blocks. The heated 
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blocks were maintained at the desired temperature by holding them in a 
forced-draft, hot-air oven (I-otpack Corp. , Philadelphia, Pa. ). The 
temperature of the blocks was continuously monitored by copper-con­
stantan thermocouples attached to the blocks and to a multipoint recordei 
(Minneapolis-Honey-well, Philadelphia, Pa. ). Each heat treatment was 
timed from the closing to the opening of the heated blocks. The come-up 
time for the Kapton packets was less than 1 sec, whereas the come-up 
for the Teflon packet due to its thickness was approximately 3 sec. 
Subculture of heat-treated s-guares of film Samples (100) were heated 
for each time-temperature designation. All subculturing techniques were 
performed in a vertical laminar room (20 feet (616 cm) wide by 20 feet 
(616 cm) long by 10 feet (308 cm) high) with personncl gowned in sterile 
garments completely covering their bodies including a face mask over the 
mouth and nose. All materials were wiped with disinfectant before being 
admitted to the clean room. Each heat-treated piece of film was trans­
ferred with sterile forceps (using a new pair for each transfer) into the 
tubes containing the subculture medium and incubated at 32 C for 3 weeks. 
Analysis of data D values (in this case, seconds required at a given heating 
temperature to reduce the spore population 10 fold) were calculated by the 
method of Stumbo as described by Schmidt ( ) and are given by the formula: 
D=(U or t)/(log A - log B), where A is the total number of samples heated 
multiplied by the number of spores per sample; B is calculated assunling 
one surviving spore per container when less than the total number of con­
tainers showed suivival; U or t is exposuie time at a given tenperature. 
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The z .values were determined from the plot of the phantom thermal death 
curve or thermal -resistance curve and from the regression coefficient 
derived from the statistical analysis. The z value can be defined as the 
number of degrees fahrenheit for the death time curve to pass over 1 
log-cycle. The temperature coefficient for the chaige in rate of destruc­
tion with temperature can also be expressed by the 01j value with the 
relationship x = 18 log QI0 for degrees F and z = (0. 555 x 18)/log Q10 
for degrees C. F value (F. equals sterilization time in minutes with 
respect to a given organism and has been traditionally given at 250 F) 
can be interconverted from D values by using the following relationship: 
F = D (log A + Z). The value of log A is from Stumbo's equation. The 
initial population then is reduced to I during an exposure to heat at a 
given temperature for the time period of D x number of logs of the initial 
population; after <vhich the area of probability of a survivor is entered. 
Activation energy can be calculated from the simplified Arrhenius equation 
shown by Schmidt (15) as follows: 
E = 4.58 (T2 x TI)/(T2 - TI) x log k2/k 1 
where T is absolute temperature, k is the reaction rate constant and was 
calculated from D by I = 2. 31D, and 4. 58 is a constant. Pflug and Schmidt 
( ) point out that calculations of activation energies perhaps have more 
applicability with dry heat than with wet heat. 
Statistical analysis A regression analysis of the data and the least-squares 
regression line were calculated by using a program on an IBM 360 computer. 
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Results and Discussions 
Table 1 presents the D values obtained for C. sporogenes spores 
heated on both Kapton and Teflon film at various tempelatures. The 
regression lines indicating the z values are shovn in Figs. 3-4. 
The relationship of a-, of the spores themselves and the relative 
humidity of the environment surrounding the spores during heat treat­
nent was discussed in our previous paper (Bruch and Smith, ) dealing 
with Bacillus subtilis var niger. It was pointed out that the differential 
permeability or impermeability of the films to water vapor may have 
influenced the resistance of the spores on a specific film. The large z 
value for spores on teflon film can be partially explained by the fact 
that teflon film. is impermeable to water vapor coupled with the increased 
ratio of surface area to mass (Quesnel et al.), contributed by the thicker 
teflon packet. The values shown for spores on lYapton film probably 
represents the more accurate results for the dry heat resistance of the spoles. 
Since the results were to be practically applied to the heat sealing of films 
for sterile entry techniques, the teflon work was also performed. This was 
done to simulate a seam to be actually sealed 1sng film of a thickness which 
could be feasibly utilized. 
F calculations were made so as to give a parameter when performing 
heat sealing techniques to insure a sterile seam. Assuming a load of 103 on 
the filmplis the probability of one suivivor in 10 3 the F for teflon film at 200 
and Z10 would be: 
F2 0 0 = 17.7 sec.: F? 1 0 - 11.5 sec. 
Since B. subtilis var ~ has the higher heat resistance, the basic 
process calculation would be made on that basis if a sterile searn were 
to be produced. 
'Pable 1. D values for Clostridiumi spoiogenes on Kapton 
and Teflon film 
Temp F (Temp C) 
300 (149) 
320 (160) 
338 (170) 
356 (180) 
374 (190) 
39Z (ZOO) 
410 (210) 
D value-
Teflon 
3.3 
2.5 
2. 0 
1.3 
in seconds 
K.Lton 
6.8 
3 
1.3 
.68 
*Average D values. 
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OpecaUon oE Class 100 clcan, roos as an ,dju~tct to microbo!ogxcrI recsar,-1 ,nd as 
an en' lromcut for pa,ticde dcei and/or slil- rssemnbly requycd that stidi s be 
conducted to Pnd nieans for reducing tCe bologic:l burden covitibuted by cc,"n 
room persolnel Studies .- conducted tusilng soeo no ly d.zsigucd ci,un room cloth­
,n," nwde fro cac on, stretch n5 loo, and a proprietory, tightly v Oven, Cottoi mate­
ral (Barbce). 'I hzz garnicats "aecr co,npired for thcir ab,.ty to reduce b, contain­
picot th0 nunhber of InicIeoogauisns no'naliy shed fiOl the htimcn11 Skin Tv o typos 
of sicddtag chambers v e.e Lot in-csngation The 1IflPA-flI 1fab-icated ts teCd air (40 eflr) in C- Chss 103 ci a oom was used to flush, io shed n;croorgau., ,'s into 
the Litton Iigh Volume A- SarpbLr for coh-.clio, a ,d enumne,,ton So.no ancillary 
factols vicic contribute to or reduce nerob.oioiea she-d:ng are xeoi ted 
RcP:,lcdflJor Volumc 10 of DEVELOP1MENTS IN INDU$'I JUAL NICIIOLOG; 
A 'ublzcaltion of th Socily fai Industuwl 3liwoboloV 
ANaIFIUCk N I IUTL. Or BEOiOCIcAL ScrLNCS 0 WASI.NGIOX, D C. G 1969 
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Operation of Clahss 100 clean roois as an ,djunct to merobloogicail rcscnich and as 
ai1 czivitonmeat for ptole clean and/or sterile assembl required that studIes be 
conducted to find means for reducing the biological burdcn co'itrt)utcd by clean 
rOom pezsonnel Studies Ncto conducted usti.g sonic nemxl% c csigaed clean roomn cloth­
ilg made fion dacon, strctcl n~lon, and a proprictarv,'tighitly moen, cotton mate­
rial (liari e) These gatnients x ere comnared for their abdath to redlice b contim­
meL the iinber of inicioOrgaiISiUS notmallh shed from the human skin Tn o tpes 
of shedding chambers "eie fabricated for tius vicMstaton -The HEPA-filtered air 
(40 cfm) in the Cless 100 clean room %t'sused to flush the shed mtiooigarmsins into 
thc Ltton Ilhgh Volume An Sampler fot collection and enurmeration Sonie ancilar) 
factors itwci contubute to or reduce nicrobiological sheddint are repoited 
Much attention is now being focused on requit etents fo the mainteun'tce of e\tiemeily 
clean em itonments These clean ixitonments ate being cxtensivelt utilized in the 
spacecaft and electionic industiies, as w ell as in cutIent medical iesemch and piactice. 
Thes e\tremely clean aleas, i e, laminar fiox clean rooms, sutgIcal ateas, plianna­
coutical assembly lies, and life islaies me maintaincel in their clean state by the floN 
of ait thiough highly cfficient fillets This at is fillteacd to neat paitiele-fiee state by 
high effhetcnc pat ticulatean filters (IIEPA) Thoan foiced thiuugh these filtets fonns 
a flowing lamrina cuitain of an xxlch sweeps away genetated patlicles to maintain 
these emitonments in a neatly particle-flee state Pesently, the most eflicient of the 
clean cf\ionments, the Class 100 clean loom, maintains a cutain of nontutbulent, flow­
ing ait containing less than 100 patticles, 0 5 i-ot less, pet cubic foot. Addition of 
people to these areas ah~ays iIscs the %iable and nontable patticulate level The 
manner in xhieh the people ate clothed plays an impoitant role in the maintenance of 
these e\tremely clean conditions. 
The concept of ieducing the dissemination of infectious paiticles through the use of 
sterile gowns and other encapsulating gaunents filst found application in surgical ptac­
tices It %as found that the com entionl clothing %voin by petsonel in the opetating 
-theater did not ptevent the lbetatioa of paiticle-bo, n bactetta ftoni the body and that 
special ecapsulading garments v ec necessaiy to significently teduce the ntunbeis of 
viable patitides dissaninated (Duguid and Wallace, 1948) This dispeisal of desqua­
mated particles of slan, refeted to as scale, is one of the prime sources of paiticulate 
matter contrbuted by clean lomn peisonnel In biological or medical application of 
clean iorn techniques, it is necessat3 that the dispmisal of scale, beating xiable mimo­
oganisms, be contiolled and hold to an absolute tfinhiinu The mean diameter of an­
borne scale paittiecs cart tug iniktooigaintsnas such as stapilocoedi was shownii by 
Noble (1961) to be 13 5t,Beinaid et al (1965a) demonstated that suits fabticated 
from impermeable substances, such as polyethylene, wxould 'ittually eliminate the shied­
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ding of si:m bactena into the cnx onnient Suits of closely %%oxencotton fablic N1th an 
aelage 1)ole size of 10 it also substantially ieducced tlic lzbcraho of skin bacte a by 
the containment oE tl'c skin paitides 
Tiis i, esbgation ; as undeitalen to caluate atd possibly imploxe the typ of 
ganents piescntly being uscd foi maiinuin pahelt, containment and to study othmic 
factors eiielima) influence the shedding o, conLainhneot 
AFiM \LS AND ME riODS 
All shedding c\peiinents Nwere conducted in a Class 300 veitical domwn-flow clean 
rooni winch was pro%ided wvith an air soumce esseatially flee flora microbologic' l cou­
' tamination The ion was opeiated Pt 6S-70 F withi relatihe humidity of 45-50 
OFederal Standard No 209a, 1960 Clean Room Work Sttion Requiremeat5, Contiolled 
En%ironmients 
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Fic. 2 Collection of shed mnicroorgamisms using die small !p!exiglass sheddling chiamber a~ 
iatton Ilhgh Volumle Air Simpler 
An air-ionizing device' v,-,s instqled undet a po tio of the I-IEPA filter bink.- to 
Supply a flow of positive and negahvc ions. These ions necutiahicd any Static cbargo: 
which could cause the shed paiticlcs to be atthaetod to the shiedding- chianbels, hloses, 
or air sampler This clean, ionized air Ni as pulled tluoughl thec collection chiambers b. a 
Litton Ilg.h Volume Air Sampler*' at a rate of 40 W /ini 1he Litton IThZh Volt, me 
Air Sz-mploi is a highl voltage de~ice M~uch creates a eoont dischaige capble of e.9­
ciently precipitating small pottieles namned in the- air stream The pieeipit, cd paiticl-is 
were continuously collected in hialf-stiengthi, Tlyptimase Soy Biothi (BB3L) and tlus".1-a 
into an ice-cooled collection flask Two jifferent shieddinga chiambers Nete ernplo ed ia 
this study" One -,%,-as a charrber 7 3 ft (4945A'c.,hndrlca!, %elded aluminum X ft' 
which comfortably hield a standig subJect (Fig 1). A -1-inch opening, in the top or 
the chambei al!oied the entrance of air fiem the celhn of TIEPA filters Anothel ­
inch opening at the bottom of one side or 'lie ehiornber proxided an exit for air bc--, 
drawn into the sampler A close-fittmng door sealed the charrbm and p,c~ented ai.­
possible air leaks The floor of the chamber held a 3-ft stainless steel pan which col­
lected -anyof the heavier oL larger prticles not asept into U-.e an samnpler. A smnaller, 
plo~iglass chamber (18 x IS X 12 niches}, which fit o ei a subject's head, Nas us:d 
to collect paiticles dispersed tow. the bead vnd neck region (Fi~g 2). To entei the
chamber the shcdd*'s head was p'aced tluough Lsnu-fing, rubber diaphrrn m the 
SStaitrol Cori) Dc-er, Colo
 
"o Litton Industri, Minneapolis .Minn
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bottom of tlc chamber 'Ili diaphiamisolaiccd the head and tucck from the rcst of 
tho body. The chamnber NNis then supported b. the shoulders duilng the sheddng 
poiod A stiine, -1-inch fle\il)lc rbbe hooe carned cken ah from the ceiling, I1E1'. 
filter bank to the clambe entrance A 4-inch opcning iii the front of the eliainbei 
allo%%Cd tie entering ll to shuike the sublect's face Another -1-inch opening in the 
ear of the chmtbe allo; cd the eiting at to flow into thul gl xoluruo samplei 
Colleclion and Culture Methods 
"lhe total numbcr of viable, aerobic inicroorganisms collected from tre alumi;numn 
clhamber duing a 30-rmin shedding period v as obtained b assa)ing tire collection 
broths froma the 30-rin slcdding peiod, the ensuing 30-rin flush period, and by cul­
tuirng the 3-ft rcmovablc stainless stcel pan (Pig 3) xluch coxered the chmnbe, floor 
Trypticase Soy Agar vas utilized for all assa) piocedures Fne replicate plates \-eC 
used for all dlutitons assayed E\pbenmcnts in "l,'.Ichlow numbers of microorganisms 
wore recoxerccl reqjided the plating of the total volume of the collected broth samples 
The largo stainless steel floor plate, xxhich i as the bottom portion of a giant, stainless 
steel, petit plate, was pouted with a thin layei of agar and co\ cod \lh its comple­
mentary, stainless steel lid All samplc uce incubated 4S hours at 32 C and counted. 
Similarly, samples from the small plexiglass clamber, collected duing the 30-ruin sired­
ding period and the folloxx ig 15-am flush period, were cultured A chamber and air­
sampler sterility control were taken befone ach sh edding The controls consisted of 
-,- , , 
J '' 
t
 
d -- a 
FIG, 3 Clean room tcdziti hold the aigar poured stainless steel floor pan from tlho shed-
NlOT REPRODUCIBLE 
JI 
- a-
Fi. 4 Left, a N-o piece dciacon suit Righit, a t%o pice coton suit it the hood outidc 
to AIM% configurahooa of hood 
brothis collected fiomn a 15-min flush of the sainplel alone and a 35-min flushi of the 
sampler and chiamrber The bioths ,cre each filteicd though a 0 22 1-meibiane filter 
The filteis N eic also incubated at 32 C fot -13 hemts on TrypLicase Soy Agfar pltes
The air-sainpler ontio! demionstrated the stenlitty of the air saniplei, while the second 
control denonsttatcd tihe cleanliness of the shiedding chomber. Contiols ,,icte run 
befoie ach sbcddmig expeiment 
Clean 1ooln Clothtngf 
Tho clothing iio,' in thosecoverall e~luations consisted of Ltio types. one, the. clean roomor bunny Suit with hood and bootees, the otb-, a nylon body stockig and 
hood The bunny suits Nieic modified slightly floral the con~eattoul gam,11ent Instea,d
of separate bootes, which aic noriil Lied aound and o~ei the legs oc' the suit, tile 
bootees %erosc%%-n onto theleg-s malkin. eachi suit t %opieces instead oF four Suits 
made of tle coui~cntion,I l hniug-bone-t%%il (100% daeion pol~cster, continuous ila­
ment, igh tenacity, S20 deniei ani in both diiccO~ous) fabric' or a tighltly I oven,
° cotton fabric" were worn in the study (Fig. 4)leotad The nylon body stoekiiig was aifttl andiecta long-slcied, tuade-neck secirtand sood made hoo te same
stretch material The hood conred the head and nec enthely-s cept forhie ee open­
befoicron Fabric, Angcha Uniform Co, St Louis, Io.
 
.' Barbac, Angehca Uniform Co , St L~ouis, Mo
Dansi Corp., New YorCt,N Y 
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Fre. 5 Stretch nylon hood and disposable surgieal mask wvhteh new ;xoni under the dacron 
or nylon hoods 
ings A piece of ;,-inch polymethane foam (SO-pore) xxas sewn inside, as a mask, to 
fltcr particles genciated by the nasophaiangeal meas Anothet stretch-nylon hood do­
sign was also e ahuated in conjunction xxith the bunny suits (Fig 5) Like the other, 
it oilfely coveted tie head and neck, but had one, larger opening which exposed the 
subject's c) es, nose, and mouth This hood and the cou entional dacron or cotton clean­
room hoods xcic oin with a disposable suigicA mask 0 This mask tightly coxetcd the 
face from the budge of the nose to the chin Latec surgeons' glocs weic woirn in all 
shedding e'cperiments wheie clothing ,was worn 
All clothing, gloxes, and masks Nere wiapped and sterlized before use. Dressing and 
othei pieporations foi entrance into tbe clean room ,ind shedding tanks xxac cied 
out in one of three clean show er and dressing areas adjacent to the clean room Stetile 
shoe coxers iee placed ox or the feet of the shedding suits to pro; ert nuobrological 
contamination The sbpper-like shoe coers ,er atefully remoxed upon eatering the 
shedding chamber. 
Aseptex Surgical l'zsk, TM Compan, Minneapolis, Mum. 
NIOT REPRODUCIBLE
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Cosinc101c and Toietries 
A geimicidal soap' containing 075% hevacloioplieie and 0 75% tcliloocaibonahdc, 
a shampoo containing hexachloophic, s!. conditione[ containing ioptop ln)­0 
ristaic, and stcile Naschne v ete utih-,ed in selected e,,peiiicnts 
lIrsuvisi\ DiscussSioxAND 
In otder to c ,aluate and fimpto-e the rccluction and coutainmeun of shed patticlc, it 
was necessary to find some subjects who routinely shed hlgh nambcts of iicioox ­
ganiisms In order to ,cicen fot possible subjccts, the foreheads and check angles of 
approximately 100 pet,,ons wetc sampled v alt Rlodac plateS4 containing "TlyPtcase Soy 
Agar (BBL) "fhisseconing piocedute allotted us to 'Ind the few subjects "1oe weald 
consistentl h'ae,.. llualte,'s of oganisms on then skin, These lnmdi duls shoving 
bigh numbeis of rniciooiganisms ont the skin wete used [haoughout the study to pioxide 
difficult situations (woist case) fLocontainment and contiol To obtain some oider of 
magnitude foi the number of particles an individual might sied, fixe subjects, includ­
ing those x itilthghly contaminated skins, refiained florn bathing for 2-4 hours pilot to 
shedding (Table 1). Aftet the initial 30-mm shedding peiod, the subjects sho,.eecd 
%xthgemicidal soap, thoioughly washing with spocial elontion to bait, face, and 
penanal axca The peiianal aica is reportedly one of the most significant souces of 
shed mcrooiganisms (Bethune et al , 1965) A 30-rini sampling petiod following the 
showei causcd moe than a tenfold ieduebon in the number of jecoeiable ol.gansms. 
This finding is in disagreement ith Belinaid et al (19655b), who found an immedite 
incteaso aftet shoeuinog HIoever, it, thet study no germicidal soap %xas used fLo 
batting 
T11e eflects of contaimncnt on the shedding of viable pai ticles as signiflcant (Table
 
2). All subjects refiaihed fiora batting for 24 hous before shedding naked fat 30 inin
 
This was immediately followed by anothet 30-min shedding petiod while the subjects
 
were ciessed hi the stei lc, cotton bunny suit No undeiw eat was worn unde the suits
 
during the shedding petiod The cotton suits reduced the number of miciootganszns
 
shed b) as much as a thousandlold The tightly)woven, water-tepellent, cotton suits
 
vwere chosen foi this exaluation because this fabtic has been shown piciousl to be an
 
effectie banter to the transmission Of fluids and skin. particleq, xuile still peunitting 
the transfe of atei xapor necessaty for the comfoit of the Cec (Betnaid et al, 
1907). It must be noted that garnents mode of tls palticular fabtic could find 'c­
ceptabihity in applications uheic biological cleanhliess only is of ptime impotance
 
Ilow ever, cotton would not be acceptable' whete fiecdom flout all types of pat tides is
 
of equal or gcatet importance, i c, space ciaft and/or electionic asscmbly areas Cot­
ton fabrics tund'to shied small hnters and ate less desirable flout the xtewpoint of total
 
particles than are nonsliedding fabics manufactured ftor continuous filaments It
 
should be noted that the shedding experiments (Table 2) Nwore not pet fonned uing the
 
air ionizer. The containment data ii Table 2 ate similar to the data shown in Table 3
 
xwhere the ionized alt was supplied The effects of ionized an xxas most obxious when
 
the chamber floor counts weie compaed Significantly fcxxei bacteiial colonies vcee
 
O Dial Soap, Armout Grocer) Products Co, Chicago, Ill
 
. Dial Shampoo, Annou" Groer} Product Co, Chicago, Ill
 
"Sla-So-Soft Axoa Products Inc, New YorA, N Y
 
Falcon Plastics, Los Angces, Calif
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TABJ.II Comn yaritsoP of izol ed shedding before a daaftf skoue i,a 
Microorganisms Collected (ron 30 Mit of Shedding 
Subjcct 	 Ecfore SIhov ering After Shot'cring 
A 6,598,000 714,000
 
B 3,125,000 151,5'0
 
C 313,805 82,14'3
 
D 1,438,000 387,G60
 
n 2,513,000 	 179,871 
TABLE 2. EffCCt of Co'ataitlent01 shodding iakcd coit.ptrd to a litghtly uwo!cflotto sitl 
Microorganisms Coll.ated from 30 Alin of Shedd,ng 
Subject - Naked 	 Cotton Stiti 
1. 92,910 	 252
 
2 478,242 	 SGO
 
3. 2,147,000 	 1,692 
4. 58,038 	 688
 
5. 	 39,971 2,366
 
6. 861,500 	 2,73S
 
I1tnrhie.ALncl ca Uniform Conparn3, St Louza, M 
TAnLE 3 Comparison of shcddzig it ca ig dacroi oz co'ot stts 
,Microoiganism-Collected from 30 Min of Shedding 
Subject Dacron Suit 	 Cotton Suit 
A 	 1,981 1,800
 
1,496 1,914

B 12,9S6 5,024
 
C 333 589
 
D 553 1,468 
E 1,979 1,622 
F 24? 1,697 
counted on the floor plates when the ionizet ;'as used. This indicated that the ncu­
tralizaLion of tie static chaige was effechNo in keeping moe paticles suspended in the 
air until diaxn thiough the samplet 
Table 3 compaics the containment effect of the dacion and cotton suits. No attempt 
'was madc to control the personal hygtene regimen of the subects Each woie his ieg­
ular underwear The suits %%etc xxotn in a iandom ordei so that no patticular fabic was 
alwas) worn Fist Inmost instances, te dacion suit demonstrated equal oi slihtly 
better containment of shed miet ooiganismns tian the tightly mo',en cotton suit These 
data compared fat oably Ntith the data of Themensnicci (1967) xxIto used a total 
collection technique -The total number of recoxciable microorgansms for a gixen 
shedding tine xxas found to be slightly lomer than that shoxxn by rieiiensnider (1967). 
Io't eci, hetdid not use sutigcal masks in is exaluation of the damon bunny suit 
Subjects A, B, and E i ece consistentl) high slILdders (naked) xxho released in excess 
of 2 million particles in 30 nun. These thice subjects had been selected horn [le 
sceening of the 100 individuals. 
SxIII 3129PSN CAU N "I JRUCTI 
TABILE 11 Conzparisot of reduction of sheddirg by nygolt bodh siocki.i and dacron suit 
Microoigaanlm Collccted from 30 2Ain of Shedding 
NIon Body Body Stot ig Plus 
Subject Naked Stocking Dacron Suit 
A 60,833 3,774 
-- 45,091 387 
B 65,480 4S5 
3 76123,095

A 2,505,000 14,900
B 5,695,860 7,600 --
In an attempt to furthei ieduce end piecn, tile shedcLig of micoolgalsns, sub­
jects A and B xx c losen foi the study (Table 4). No paiticulai hygiene regimen was 
used Botlrsnbjects shed naked and wcaiing the nylon body stockin. x ul included 
the hood-rask combination The body stocking sigmficantly ieduced the numbcr of 
shed microoiganisms Other tlals in lueh the bod) stocking v;as Nxorn sepaiately and 
in combination with the dacrion suit pioxed that by itself it did not equal the contain­
ment plopertics of cithei the dacion oi cotton bunny suit Ilox linl most cases the 
combination of the body stocking and blnny suit was supeilot to citlicl the daclon ol 
cotton suit Noin singly (Table 3) 
Sheddig florn neck and head rneas ;xas inxestigated because ItNXas the only alea 
wheae the stkin v as not completely coxeccd Naked mecs of fle face not coxeied by 
the hood or suigical mask xNiec thought to be a pioboble source of shed iniciootganisms 
when the subjects v,eie diesscd in the bunny suits The small plexiglass shedding 
chamber was used to collect micicloiganisns shed from the region of the neek and bead 
Table 5 shows the numbeis of miciooiganisans recoxeied in 30 nun. when the subjects 
woo'clacion hoods and swgical rmsks or cotton hoods and surgical masks in the small 
chambei. The total omganisms shed in a 30-am peiiod in the lauge aluminum chamber 
by the suited subjects wVeic, in the same aange as those shed in the small plexiglass 
chamber. This xxas mndicaee that most of the shed mici oorganfsms N'cre cowing from 
the inconered ateas mound the c) cs and the mouth Thus opening allowed the escape 
of particles which ,eie piobably geneiated by the moxement of the head against the 
hood or paiticles shcd fior the eyebiow or other areas not coveicd by the surgical 
mask. 
Because fle nylon body stocking xhen xxoin vith the dacron suit decreased the nunn­
ber of ulictoorganisms shed (Table 4), a less restictive, open-faced, nlon hood was 
chosen to be won under the conventional dacton and cotton hoods The effect of 
TABE 5 Effect of conlainzmn/ on shedding cornparonof head and 
neck region zhdcieat ng9 dacron or collon hoodb 
Microorganisms Collected from 30 Min of Shedding 
Subject Dacron Hood Cotton Hood 
A 1,994 1,715 
B 491 701
 
C 24 299
 
D 3,285 923
 
E 87 66
 
F 29 40 
CONIIUDUIED P -LS 2 
TAnLl, 6. Dffctt of cortoawmcA on sl'cdd tag coanpcriso'i of hcddmngitertng Mewnyloa hood phs fP, dauon or roller hood 
Mlicrooiganbirt Collected from 30 Mm of Shcdding 
Subject Ny.Ion Pu D.,cron Hoods Nylon Plu Cotton Hoods 
A 233 197 
B 838 852 
F 6 87 
TABLE 7. Co' purlson of shcdding using s( in cosietics vu th bvnny suds o2d nyZlon hoods 
Microorgatuni- Collected from 30 MHii of Sheddu'g 
Head and Neck Entie Body 
Shoiner and Scin 
Conditioncr 
Shore, and 
Vasehmc 
Shoxxer and Skin 
Conditioner 
Shower and 
Vaseline 
Subject 
Dacron 
Suit 
Cotton 
Suit 
Dacron 
Suit 
Cotton 
Suit 
Dacron 
Stilt 
Cotton 
Suit 
DeOcon 
Suit 
Cotton 
Suit Naked 
A 
B 
F 
G 
if 
103 
713 
39 
16 
205 
190 
-
65 
40 
71 
24 
96 
20 
20 
69 
48 
-
40 
161 
73 
580 
341 
24 
136 
75 
391 
510 
51 
756 
256 
136 
122 
38 
95 
550 
561 
604 
"12 
136 
130 
6,593,000 
5,695,000 
39,971 
35,382 
1,457,680 
weaiing the tight-fiting nylon hood unde the othei hoods is sho%%n in Table 6 Sub­
jects A and B v.ec again the woist case ind,. aduals id subject F we's a imodeate 
sbeddet This combination of hoodN xxas found to be reasonably comfoitable, in addi­
tion to being eflectuc in fiuther ieduciiig the numbei of Niable paiticls shed 
Since the addition of the tight-fitting nylon hood inmpro ed the containment of s:in 
nuclolgaliisins and shioxxeiiug xxitli gemmicidal soap also produced a reduction eflect 
(Talc 1), a combination of tie [xxo seemed a logical step tox aid furtlici reduction 
Conditioning of the skin to ictaid the dispeisal of scale by the opphcation of cos­
inehcs as immx cstsgated as a method for reducing the shedding late Table 7 shows the 
effect of cosmetics, shoxxeng, and ma\lnum containment by garments on die reduc­
tion of shed iniciooigansms 'Iwo distinct t)pes of cosmetics weic exaluatcd Skin-So-
Soft, a skin condttionci containing isopiopyl-inytstato, was applied m a lbeial mnnor 
to the peiianal aiea, toiso, arms, neck, face and ham, afte showeiing A thorough hair­
wash xxith a geinicidal shampoo xxas included mxthi the showering procedure Sterile 
vaseline was similal applied afiei the shon ci Both the stetile ,asehcne and the Skin­
So-Soft were applied xx'th stetile glies Again subjects A, B, and F weic compared 
\iewn shedding was measrued in both charibeis, the combination of sho ering, sterile 
vaselno, tgit nylon hood, conxenttonal darion hood and suit shoxxed the best oxciall 
containment of miciooi ganisms -- -
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*I Received for pubhcalioi IS June 1968 
'A rapid metcd for the preparation of quality sterile Roaac plates 
was devised. A brass plate was fabricated to fit a laminar flow work 
station. To back of the plate was soldered a continuous copper coil. 
The plate was placed 2n the clean bench soil side down and cold tap 
water circulated through the coil. The water cooled tha plate and acted 
as heat exchanger. Empty sterile rodac plates were placed on the cold 
plate and 17 ml. of media (2% agar) was poured into each plate easily 
forming a meniscus. The agar hardened rapidly maintaining the agar 
meniscus whichwas crutial for Rodac plate prepaaation. 
Vol i6, No 9 
Cop) rlbut 1968 Aucrie nSoz .t) roi %I&.obwiogy Prutt ...US I
Al ILIFD MICROI I01OG', S.pt 106%, p 1427 12S. 
in.provec Metlod for Pouri uJo Io Uac Plates 
MARY K BRUCI-I AND FRLDRICK- W. SMITH 
Cleat1 Assembly ard Sic, t-alton Labolato12j , Goteatd Spatce Flihlt CL'ttL'P, Gi,'enlt, Vfot ;hg',1 2077J 
Receied for pubhcatioa 18 June 1968 
The Rodac plate (Falcon Plastics, Los Angeles, Prior to pouring, the plate was placed onto the 
Calif) was originally dzlscribcd by Hall and work surface of the laminar flov bznch and 
lartnett (2) for use In direct contact samphng for sanitized Cold tap N'ater was circulated through 
surface contamination The Rodac plate has the copper coil to cbill the plate A measured 
found wide acceptance and use in a ,ariet% of amount (17 nl, final ,,olume) of the selected agar 
areas v.here sanittion and contamination lexel fortified with 0.5%o additional agar (21.- total 
are important, particulrly in inttitional areas, agar) "as sterilized in lanl!idual test tubes. When 
such as hosptals and food production and serice tempered to 45 to 47 C, the agar from a single 
facilities (1.; R G. Bond et al , zmpbhl',ecldata) tube was poured carefully into an open RoJae 
1he use of Rodac plates For surface sampling plate placed on the cold surface (Fig 2) Very 
can be ,aluable in the field because of it sun- rapid solidillcation enhanced the formnation of 
plicity, relbability, and transportability, partiau- the meniscus After solidification, the tops of 
FIG 1. Viten of'the bortomn of the brats platte, shzomatg rhe qttachment of th-, copper coil 
larly in estimating the bacterial contamination on the dishes %%'ere carefully dopped mnplace A 
flat surfaces Constant ts-, of Radar plates has large number of plates call bae prepared quickly 
been required in the Clean Assembly and Sienthza. - and easil), b2, this metihod. 
tton Laboratory. in determmitngatheecontammitttion-- Use of the lamninar flo%,, bench essentially 
le,e and housekeeping reliability in a I,aninar ehtrmate corncernt about contamninaition An an­
flow roomi and adjacent service areas ' -tornatic pipetter is coninealy used in the prepara-
This method of prepatrationt IS LacMttLated by tion of Radar plates Prior apportionmnlet, stert­
utilizattion of lamnnar flow condttuon A brass hizatdon, and tempering of the a.,ar eldaates the 
plate meaisurtig 21 by 416 ineh-s (53 x 117 cm) diff'Cal.11s encountered x, ah automnatic pipetting 
was fabricated to e~aetly fit I lantmar flow bench -" In addition, this method %\itUallom, flemility in 
A copper coil was firmly oldred onto one side the use of a vaiety of media at one t~lie The 
or"the plate Cold water W\,as Supplied to the coil"- nlenl _us Of ecJh RadrC pIlate should be e'%­
by easily detachable, flexible plumlbing (Fig I)- ainmed, defective ones discarded, and t'i r­
1427 
1428 McvoNO ES .A fii or. 
.'.... . '. 
*37 
%q 
FiO, 2 7 he bra~s plate iz ase, in a famintarflon bencli cltrbig the prepwan'toilof Ro.tc plates 
maitider incubated prior to LtSO to detect any Wailter 19611 Comparative e ,aluattoa of" the 
adventtitIotS contamination cotton sazb and rodlac ntethods for the recovery 
This worl, %as supported by' NASAiGSFC con-
of (Ice/11Tl 511ll~S sporeC COnltarnatllt 
stainfless steel surfaces Ileaith Lab Sci 
froml 
1:289­
tract NAS 5-92-45 296 
LrrLR,krLrE CITFD 2 Hall, L 13, and M I Hartn,tt 1964 ,Nfasure­
1. Angelotti, R , J L Wilson, W Utsk ,, and WVG3.. 
merit or"the bacterial conlem~nation 
Public.Helt. Rept 79:102t-1024 
on surf'aces. 
Microbiological Shedding Stuc'y-BISS Undersuit 
Clean Assembly and Sterilization Laboratory 
Goddard Space Flight Center 
Greenbelt, Maryland 
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A shedding study was run to determine the extent of 
biological shedding while wearing the BISS undersuit. All 
shedding experiments were performed in the shed.ding chamber 
with the undersuits life support system in operation. Cotton 
iong underwear was worn under the undersuit. White cotton 
gloves were also worn. No attempt was made to cover the head
 
during shedding, The subject Mr. A. Jessup from the Langley 
Research Center did not shower before shedding, and took no
 
extra hygenic precautions such as the use of germicidal soap, 
etc. Sterile shoe covers were worn on the feet to prevent
 
intimate contact with shedding tank floor. 
The shedding chamber mas placed in the Class 100 downf)ow 
clean room under a Statatrol device which provided a flow of
 
ionized air into the chamber. The ionized air aided the flow 
of shed particles into the Litton high volume air sampler 
operated at 40 ft 3 per minute. A plastic curtain was placed 
around the chamber to contain and direct the flow of ionized 
air around the shedding chamber. The first four collection 
intervals (15 min. each) corresponded to a program of exercises: 
Collect ion 
Intervals Exercises 
#1 Deep knee bends 15/15 min. 
#2 Arm reach (both hands) 15/15 min. 
#3 Toe touch (both hands) 15/15 min. 
#4 Walk in Place (90 steps/un) 5 min. 
Plex hands (both hands) 5 min. 
Walk in Place (90 steps/ain) 5 rin. 
The two flush periods represented the microorganisms remaining 
in the chamber after the subject had exited. All the raicro­
organisms collected during four sampling periods, two flush 
periods and the microorganisms remaining on the floor comprised 
the total sample for a one hour shedding period. 
Before any shedding was performed, the BISS undersuit and life 
support hose were wiped with a mild detergent solution to remove 
as much dust as possible. Prior to wearing the suit, it 'as hnng 
in the flowing ionized air with the life support system running 
at full volume. This was an attempt to flush out or sweep away 
as much contamination as possible. 
The culture plates from the assays revealed an unusually large
 
number of fungi, many more than ore would expect from shedding skin 
Possible sources of the fungi are the life support system or the 
undersuit. It is suggested that these sources be checked out before 
any more shedding experiments are conducted. 
The microbiological data from the five shedding runs are 
shown in Table I. 
Mi crobioloogjcal 
Sample 
Intervals 
(15 Min) Juno 16 
PM 
#1 1370 
#2 1880 
#3 4646 
#4 13290 
Flush #1 3432 
Flush #2 1228 
Chamber Floor 823 
Count 
Total 26)669 
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TABLE I 
Shedding Counts-BISS Undersuit 
Sheddina Rlns 
June 17 June 17 June 18 June 18 
AM PM -
1515 1176 690 3468
 
376 1087 504 1222
 
265 1723 478 1001
 
1060 4240 1086 908
 
467 970 3475 1379 
136 446 1635 466 
70 904 585 488 
3889 10,546 8,453 8,932
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FOAM SU IT PlO'TOGRAHIIS 
1. 	Test of foam hood in Class 100 clean room 
using shedding chamber for the head and 
Litton Hioh Volume air sampler. 
2. 	 Foam suit compared to standard dacron suit 
'and "Barbac suit. 
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\VIOLFTRAP P110TO GRAPIIS
 
1. 	 Parts and pieces of W.olftrap before assembly.
 
.2. 	 Assembly of Wolftrap in Class 100 clean room 
showing table, curtain and garmented workers. 
3. 	 Assembly of Wolitrap in room area outside 
clean room on a horizontal-flow bench showing 
garmented workers. 
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Vicw of Microbilogical Recovery and Assay being 
NASA Performed within the Sterile Blickman Isolator 
(Di -tribution of roam Collection Material into Petri Plates) 
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